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Abstract 

 

This case study analyzes the constitution and political impart of the National Coalition for 

Education in India, a national civil society coalition that is the official representative of the 

Global Campaign for Education in India. This research project is part of a larger comparative 

project concerning the histories, networks, strategies, progress, and effects of six national 

coalitions involved in the Global Campaign for Education (Brazil, India, Zambia, Ghana, The 

Philippines, and Ecuador).  More specifically, this research explores how the coalition has 

established itself as a recognized political actor that effectively mobilizes a broad spectrum of 

non-governmental and governmental actors to influence the decisions of the government of 

India  to help achieve Education for All.  The study focuses on the coalition’s impact based 

on its strategic use of political pressure, mass mobilization, knowledge and ideas that are part 

of a critically reflexive process.  The analysis also covers the coalition’s scalar interaction 

from local to global levels as well as internal and external power relations.  The study draws 

on interviews with key stakeholders, affiliates, government officials, and academics as well 

as a range of documents, analyzing them in relation to theoretical literature on social 

movements in this globalized world.             
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1. Introduction: 

This research project is part of a larger comparative project concerning the histories, 

networks, strategies, progress, and effects of six national coalitions involved in the Global 

Campaign for Education (Brazil, India, Zambia, Ghana, The Philippines, and Ecuador).  This 

specific case study concerns the National Coalition for Education in India (NCE)  and what it 

has managed to accomplish since its’ official inception in 2002 to September 2009.  In short, 

my aim is to evaluate the impacts and influence that the NCE has had to date and to explore 

the different factors that play a role in fostering and/ or hindering its impact.  The conclusions 

and recommendations that have resulted of this study try to contribute to a better 

understanding of the dynamic and complex nature of civil society advocacy related to 

education and in general to improve the effectiveness of civil society activism in this area.        

In the context of the NCE, these following factors will receive the majority of my attention: 

· The political context; 

· Scalar interaction from local to global levels; 

· The negotiations on objectives, strategies, and internal power relations that have 

shown to be influential on the impact of the coalition.   

 

This research considers both internal and external perceptions of influence on the coalition 

which includes semi-structured interviews and critical discourse analysis of key documents.  

This methodology was chosen because it helps address the issue of the structure versus 

agency debate that many of my theoretical approaches address in relation to social movement 

success.  It is essential to incorporate the complexities of social reality and to acknowledge 

both structural and agential processes and treat civil society actors as signifying agents 

actively engaged in the production and maintenance of meaning for constituents, antagonists, 

and observers. 

 

1.1 Relevance 

 

In contrast to the period between 1950 and 1990, the latter half of the 1990s have seen a huge 
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expansion of international and nongovernmental activity in the field of education.  The 

introduction of Education for All (EFA) at Jomtien in 1990 has created massive mobilization 

on an international level, forming many different coalitions, one being the Global Campaign 

for Education (GCE) that formed in 1999.  The GCE was formed as a civil society coalition 

to persuade and help the national governments to reach their educational goals and to 

pressure international institutions and rich Northern countries to follow through on their 

commitments agreed upon in the World Education Forum in Dakar in 2000.  The GCE is 

motivated by the fact that universal education has been promised time and again with no real 

results and in this current world economy that is becoming increasingly knowledge-based the 

only way to rid the world of the four evils - poverty, ignorance, disease and inequality of 

opportunities – is education (Global Campaign for Education 2001, Chauhan 2009).   

 

Currently, social movements and civil society coalitions are creating more and more links at 

the international level in tandem to the evolution of global politics.  As a result of this 

constitution of a multi-level governance scenario, transnational advocacy networks and 

global social movements are emerging (Keck & Sikkink 1998, Mundy & Murphy 2001, and 

Tarrow 2001).  The GCE is a prime example of a civil society initiative for transnational 

advocacy that has responded to the neoliberal economic growth model which has provided a 

kind of operating framework for, “...competitive globalization, inspiring and imposing far-

reaching programs of state restructuring and rescaling across a wide range of national and 

local contexts” (Peck and Tickell 2002:33).  This new scenario has opened up many new 

political opportunities for civil society organizations but it also presents many new 

challenges. 

In recent years, much academic attention has been afforded to transnational networking that 

is in search for different forms of collective action to help in the struggle against social 

injustices (for example; Keck and Sikkink 1999, Smith 2002, Smith et al. 1994 and 1997, 

Mundy & Murphy 2001).  There is a general agreement amongst scholars that transnational 

networking has only recently come to the fore because of the accessibility to affordable 

communication technology that has enabled the exchange of ideas and knowledge at an 

international level.   There is also further study done on the necessity of establishing internal 

cohesion amongst a variety of actors to facilitate successful networking.  There is a real 
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challenge in mitigating factors such as local power regimes in the face of transnational 

advocacy action.  While some civil society networks have proven successful in negotiating 

social demands and managed to bring about political change, much work needs to be done on 

the nature of knowledge and practices (linkages, networks, actions) to enable strategic 

engagement at different spatial scales.  Social movements and civil society organisations need 

to be acknowledged as knowledge producers in their own right, aiming at alternative types of 

‘knowledge economies’. 

Research on civil society activism is not new but there has been very little attention paid to 

the factors that account for success or failure of such campaigns from a knowledge 

production perspective.  What is the point of civil society movements and campaigns if their 

actions cannot be reasonably attributed to affecting change at both the social and the policy 

level?  This case study on the NCE seeks to help fill in this gap by exploring the possibilities 

and limitations for achieving EFA in India. 

The NCE had its unofficial start in 1996 during Bachpan Bachao Andolan’s (BBA) campaign 

“Education for Liberation and Liberation for Education” where it was working informally on 

the issue of child rights for quality elementary education.  Since then they have organized 

numerous campaigns, activities and collaborative interventions on policy advocacy and was 

officially registered in 2002 as a member coalition of the GCE.  

While the GCE and member coalitions have made significant strides towards achieving EFA 

in their respective countries, the actual realization of EFA is far off and for most people free 

and compulsory education remains a distant vision.  Political decision makers have promised 

time and time again to achieve EFA but there has been relatively little progress and the 2015 

deadline is fast approaching.  The 2009 EFA Global Monitoring report states: 

Progress towards the EFA goals is being undermined by a failure of governments to 

tackle persistent inequalities based on income, gender, location, ethnicity, language, 

disability and other markers for disadvantage.  Unless governments act to reduce 

disparities through effective policy reforms, the EFA promise will be broken.   
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We need to asses where and when our campaigning has been impactful and secured 

policy change so we can learn from the tactics and strategies that have has most impact 

on decision makers and increase the pressure where the campaign tactics are working. 

The NCE in India was selected for this case study because of its robust history of civil society 

activism aimed at improving education.  While it has only been formally registered for seven 

years as a member coalition of the GCE, it has been working informally well over ten years 

in achieving free and compulsory education for all.  NCE membership is massive comprising 

of Parliamentary Forum on Education, Bachpan Bachao Andolan (Save the Children 

movement), All India Primary Teachers Federation (AIPTF); All India Federation of Teachers 

Organization (AIFTO), All India Secondary Teacher’s Federation (AISTF), All India 

Association for Christian Higher Education (AIACHE), World Vision India, and the Global 

March Against Child Labour all of which are working toward the common goal of free and 

compulsory education of the highest quality for all of India’s citizens.   

The political demands of the NCE are based on the belief that education, as a fundamental 

right, needs to be provided solely by the central government and that there should be one 

universal schooling system.   However, at this point in time this is the ideal and they are 

focusing on other sectors to help achieve this, such as the child friendly village model.  India 

truly has the potential to achieve EFA despite the depressing statistic that India has the most 

out-of-school children in the world amounting to some 65 million children (EdWatch 2008).   

The challenges faced by the NCE in such a large and diverse country seem almost 

insurmountable but they have managed to create a broad base of resources and are continuing 

to grow and gain influence in the political arena.   In fact, while it has taken a good deal of 

time, the government recently passed “The Right of Children to Free and Compulsory 

Education Bill” which has been made into an act in 2009 as a result of the communal efforts 

of the NCE and their member organizations.  However, education is still not on the forefront 

of the current governments’ agenda making it difficult to see such an act realized even though 

it is now considered a law.  So while it seems that the political and economic conditions are 

in favour of EFA, the NCE still has a long road ahead of them to achieve the goal as stated 

before.  This study highlights the factors involved with this campaign’s strategic production 

and distribution of alternative ideas and knowledge and its ability to create a strong collective 
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identity that continues to strive for high quality education for all. 

1.2 Research Question and Methodology 

Measuring the impacts and influence of civil society movements such as the NCE is tricky 

business and my fieldwork in India was necessary to conduct a theoretically informed and 

empirically driven case study on the experiences of the NCE in attempting to reach their goal 

of EFA.  Essentially, my research was driven by the question of whether these kind of social 

movements are effective at facilitating change at both the public and political levels and if so, 

how and why?  Hence my main research question is as follows:  

‘Which external and internal factors, and critical reflexivity over these factors, 

contribute to or limit the success opportunities of the National Coalition for Education 

in India?’ 

With this research question I set out to analyze the impact the NCE has had on education 

policy in India since its inception in 2002, how it interacts with its member organizations and 

how it keeps such powerful organizations together as part of a coalition, and how it selects its 

strategies to push their agenda, all in the hope of formulating recommendations for other civil 

society movements in the field of education.  My research is informed by concepts such as 

critical reflexivity, knowledge production, and scalar interaction and form part of my 

conceptual framework for this analysis.  Bearing all this in mind, my main argument is that 

the coalition’s success is not only dependent on political opportunity structures and its ability 

to mobilize resources, but also on its member’s ability to critically reflect on their strategic 

context, actions and the opportunities and challenges of interaction on different scales, from 

the local to the global.   

Furthermore, my research question is informed by sub questions that have to cover the 

structural factors that influence the success of the NCE and the impact of agency.  

- How does strategic collective action, and the critical reflexivity over this aspect, 

contribute to or limit the success of the NCE? 

- How do internal and external power relations, and the critical reflexivity over these 
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aspects, contribute to or limit the success of the NCE? 

- How do scalar interaction and the functioning within a transnational advocacy 

network, and the critical reflexivity over these aspects, contribute to or limit the 

success of the NCE?   

The epistemological base of this research was grounded in constructionism, which asserts 

that social phenomena and their meanings are continually being accomplished by social 

actors and their interaction with one another, in other words, constructing social reality 

(Crotty 1998).  This epistemology was appropriate because this research was heavily context 

dependent and the way the coalition members perceive their social reality determines their 

strategic action.  This combination of a knowable reality and how social actors perceive this 

reality introduces the theoretical perspective of critical realism.  Simply put, critical realism 

suggests that there is one reality with many different interpretations (see Danermark et al. 

2002).  However, to gain a fuller understanding of the social reality and cultural background, 

the theoretical perspective of symbolic interactionism was used as well.  

When this research was conducted, India was in a state of transition with the passing of “The 

Right of Children to Free and Compulsory Education Bill” which was then made into an Act 

on August 4th 2009.  This led to a shift in focus from evidence based advocacy work to 

intervention programs aimed at ground level to enforce implementation of the act.  So the 

time I was there the NCE was focused on developing proposals and programs to facilitate the 

implementation of the Act as well as bringing in new member organizations to create a more 

solid base from which a variety of resources could be drawn upon.   This did allow me access 

to key people in which I conducted semi-structured interviews with but there was little 

opportunity to observe how the NCE articulates and mobilizes on different scales.   

Therefore, my analysis is mostly based on the interviews and documents rather than first 

hand observations. 

In total I conducted 20 interviews, including members of the NCE and their member 

organizations, government officials in the field of education, academics, headmasters of 

schools, and some media sources.  I also analyzed key documents produced by the NCE, its 

member organizations, and the government all in order to gain a better understanding of the 
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perceptions of the internal and external stakeholders. 

1.3 Structure         

My thesis is divided into four blocks which is further divided into nine sections.  The first 

block consists of the introduction and the background of civil society in India and the current 

education situation.  The second block concerns the research framework and approach in 

which I will discuss the conceptualization of my research (section 3) and the approach, 

questions and methodology I used for this research (section 4).  The third block begins with 

tracing the history of the NCE (section 5), the political context of India and if it is able to 

achieve EFA (section 6), the scalar interaction from local to global and internal and external 

power relations (section 7) and finally I will discuss framing, critical reflexivity and lessons 

learned (section 8).  The final block consists of the conclusion and recommendations (section 

9).   
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2. Background:  The Rhetoric of Education in India 

This section seeks to elucidate the education situation in India and the seemingly 

insurmountable challenges the NCE has to face in order to gain EFA.  At the time of 

independence in 1947, it was a universal goal to get every child in school but the government 

has done relatively little to achieve this goal, but there is no denying the fact that there have 

been significant strides made in education since Jomtien in 1990.  The NCE, while having 

some involvement with secondary and higher education issues, mainly focuses on elementary 

education issues.    

2.1 Introducing India: The current record holder for most out of school children 

The Republic of India is located in south Asia.  The current population (as of 2008) of India 

is over one billion at 1,147,995,900 making it a significant global player by its size alone.  

India consists of 28 states and seven union territories with two national languages, Hindi and 

English.  India gained independence in 1947 from the British and is now the largest 

democracy in the world.   

Universalization of elementary education (UEE) is not a new concept in India.  Long before 

the formulation of UNESCO and the expressed interest of international agencies like the 

World Bank, UNICEF, and UNDP, the Government of India had recognized the importance 

of elementary education.  Even before independence in 1947, the government of India in 

1944 prepared a 40-year education plan that promised to provide universal free and 

compulsory education to all (Tilak 2009).  The following is a resolve the government of India 

made as long ago as 1950: 

 The State shall endeavour to provide within a period of 10 years from the 

commencement of the Constitution for free and compulsory education for all children 

until they complete the age of 14 years. (Article 45). 

However the majority of India's leaders, especially the first prime minister, Jawaharlal Nehru 

(who also introduced the five-year plans), agreed that strong economic growth and measures 

to increase incomes and consumption among the poorest groups were necessary goals for the 

new nation.  Even with economic reforms in place, food shortages where common especially 
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in states like Bihar where mass starvation occurred.  This trend continued until the 1960’s 

when the economy took a turn for the worse with mass inflation and the devaluation of the 

rupee and India was told to liberalize restrictions on trade before any more foreign aid would 

be available.  It was not until the 1990’s with the economic liberalization that there were 

significant changes in the economy.  The introduction of the Washington Consensus, 

structural adjustment programs and neoliberal market policies changed the face of the world 

order with debatable results.  India, however, could be considered one of the few countries 

that seem to benefit from the Washington Consensus.  After the application of the Washington 

Consensus, India increased its reliance on market forces, but their policies remained highly 

unconventional with high levels of trade protection, lack of privatization, extensive industrial 

policies, and lax fiscal and financial policies through the 1990s resulting in an absolute 

reduction of those living in extreme poverty as opposed to other countries whose poverty 

increased (Rodrik 2006).  It was also at this time of economic reform that the people turned 

back to the promise of UEE.  The government introduced its flagship program, Sarva Shiksha 

Abhiyan (SSA), in 2002 in synchronization with the 93rd Constitutional Amendment (later 

revised as the 86th amendment) that made elementary education a fundamental right (Rustagi 

2009).   Massive civil society movements also took to the fore demanding the government to 

follow up on its promise made over 50 years ago, including the NCE. 

2.2 Facts and Figures:  The Alarming Situation in India 

There are broadly four stages of school education in India, namely primary, upper primary, 

secondary and higher secondary. The government is committed to ensuring universal 

elementary education (primary and upper primary) education for all children aged 6-14 years 

of age.  Primary school includes children of ages six to eleven, organized into classes one 

through five and upper primary goes to class eight.  Pre-primary education in India is not a 

fundamental right, with a very low percentage of children receiving preschool educational 

facilities.  With more than a third of its population below the age of 18, India has the largest 

child population in the world. Also, in India with soaring Inflation and dwindling growth 

rates, not all children get the ‘privilege’ of attending schools.  As a result, many of them are 

never able to attend the school or are coerced into leaving at one level or another. 

It is undeniable that education plays a crucial role in improving the welfare of a society. The 
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importance of focusing on education as a vehicle of empowerment is highlighted by the UN 

Millennium Summit in September 2000 where 2 out of the 8 Millennium Development Goals 

(MDG) focused on education: first, all children to complete primary education by 2015, and 

second, to achieve gender equality at all levels of education by 2015. But in spite of this 

global acknowledgement about the pressing need for education, these goals are far from 

being achieved in India.  The offering and conditions of public education have advanced 

significantly over the years, especially in terms of access. However, access does neither 

guarantee that the students learn, nor that they remain in school, where the drop out rate in 

primary classes still remains as high as 31.5%, with 28.6% of girls dropping out in primary 

classes (Census 2001).   The following are some facts and statistics concerning education in 

India: 

 Less than half of India's children between the age 6 and 14 go to school.  

 A little over one-third of all children who enrol in class one reach class eight.  

 At least 35 million children aged 6 - 14 years do not attend school (this number 

differs depending on who conducts the survey; government surveys suggests as 

little as 5 million out of school children while other independently conducted 

surveys suggest as high as 85 million out of school children).  

 53% of girls in the age group of 5 to 9 years are illiterate.  

 In India, only 53% of habitation has a primary school.  

 In India, only 20% of habitation has a secondary school.  

 On an average an upper primary school is 3 km away in 22% of areas under 

habitations.  

 In nearly 60% of schools, there are less than two teachers to teach Classes I to V.  

 On average, there are less than three teachers per primary school. They have to 

manage classes from I to V every day.  

 High cost of private education and need to work to support their families and little 

interest in studies are the reasons given by three in every four drop-outs as the 

reason they leave.  

 Dropout rates increase alarmingly in class III to V, its 50% for boys, 58% for girls.  

 1 in 40, primary school in India is conducted in open spaces or tents.  
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 In Andhra Pradesh (South India), 52 upper primary schools were operating 

without a building in 2002, while in 1993, there were none.  

 In Maharashtra (West India), there were 10 schools operating without a building 

in 1993, this has climbed to 33 in 2002.  

 More than 50 per cent of girls fail to enrol in school; those that do are likely to 

drop out by the age of 12.  

(7th All India Education Survey, 2002) 

 

According to the EFA Development Index (EDI), which measures a country’s situation in 

regards to attaining EFA, India ranks far from EFA (0.66) but there have been minor 

improvements with most of the goals.   The expansion of ECCE (Goal 1) is improving ; there 

is an act for free and compulsory primary education for all (Goal 2)is provided; education for 

young people and adults (Goal 3) is slowly improving; universal adult literacy by 2015 (Goal 

4) will not be achieved; and gender inequality (Goal 5) is still a huge issue in India.  Goal 6 – 

to improve all aspects of the quality of education – is the most relevant and challenging one 

for India. There has been a continued focus on improving the quality of education but it has 

been a frustratingly slow process.  As a result, general education in India remains low. 

There have been many efforts to improve the educational situation in India beginning with 

the constitutional amendment and the Conventions of the Rights of the Child (UN).  This led 

to change in the National Policy on Education (1986) to include the Programme of Action 

(1992).  The focus of the Programme of Action (POA) was to increase reliance on social 

mobilization; to universalize literacy and basic education; provide universal access through 

formal and non-formal means. It also emphasized decentralization of planning and 

management of school education and literacy programmes at least up to the level of the 

district and also on the provision of minimum essential physical facilities in all schools. For 

ensuring the quality of education, it also stressed on the provision of teacher training, 

introduction of minimum levels of learning, establishment of Village Education Committee 

(VEC). Empowerment of the grass root implementing agencies and the revision of 

curriculum and instructional material was also spelled out by the POA-1992. Government of 

India has also launched 'Sarva Shiksha Abhiyan' a National Campaign for Education for All 

in which the target for achieving UPE by all children has been fixed at year 2007 and for 
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UEE year 2010 (which were not achieved).  Now with the recent passing of the “Free and 

Compulsory Education Act 2009” there is a real possibility for drastic change of the face of 

education in India and civil society will play a huge role in achieving EFA. 

2.3 The Emergence of Civil Society in India  

 

The relationship between state and society is not simple or straightforward by any means; it is 

complex, dialectical and dynamic.  Following the formation of the Indian democratic state, 

nationalist leaders aspired to undo all the colonial subjugation that had been done to the 

Indian society.   According to Tandon and Mohanty (2003) this aspiration manifested itself in 

four ways: (1) the framing of a constitution that guaranteed the fundamental rights and 

freedoms essential for people to live with dignity; (2) the adoption of a multiparty 

parliamentary democracy which made people sovereign in deciding who they wanted to be 

governed by; (3) the adoption of a developmental path designed to accelerate economic 

growth through increase in agricultural productivity and industrialization; and (4) the passing 

of legislations that would end the unequal distribution of land, the social exclusion of lower 

castes and the evils of untouchability. 

 

With all these measures, centralized planning by experts and a protectionist economy to 

benefit the public sector became the hallmarks of this model of development.  Various large 

scale projects like dams, mines and other industries were undertaken in the hopes that the 

economic prosperity would trickle down to the lowest rung in the socio-economic hierarchy 

resulting in the reduction if not elimination of social inequalities (Raychaudhuri et al. 1983).  

But even with good intentions there are unanticipated consequences and the ruling elite soon 

realized that there were forces that could be utilized for their own benefit and to maintain the 

status quo.  The landed elite tried to interfere with the progressive land legislations, the 

economic elite tried to garner all the benefits of capital for themselves, and many of the upper 

castes fought against the elimination of untouchability.  The ruling elite ensured that the 

benefits of development stayed with the dominant and influential sections of society and 

those in poverty stayed in poverty (Tandon and Mohanty 2003).  Social services, employment 

opportunities and the realization of other basic needs for large sections of Indian society 

seemingly remained unattainable.     
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By the 1960‘s, a division between state and society was beginning to appear with the state’s 

apparent unwillingness to follow up with policies made that were meant to benefit the 

deprived section of society (Behar & Prakesh 2004).  It was not only the lack of 

implementation of policies that were a cause for concern, but also the absence of policy itself 

became a greater concern.  The states apathetic handling of their peoples concerns and issues 

resulted in the people being unable to practice their democratic rights promised under the 

constitution.  With this general erosion of faith of the people in the state, the sphere of civil 

society began to fill with voluntary associations committed to renewing the Gandhian 

tradition of social reconstruction and providing basic services to the poor (Otis, 2005).   

By the 1970’s it became increasingly clear that the state has failed in its commitments to its 

people.   More specifically, its failure lay in its inability and unwillingness to substantively 

democratize Indian society and secure the socio-economic rights of the marginalized (Aiyer 

2007).  This sense of disillusionment was further cemented by the national emergency that 

was declared in 1975 that temporarily suspended democracy and fundamental rights in India.   

This essentially changed the face of civil society in India by using the emergency to suspend 

civil liberties, to introduce censorship and curbs on the freedom of the media, as well as 

arbitrary detention laws to deter any form of opposition (Behar & Prakesh 2004).  These 

developments essentially gave rise to a strong dissatisfaction with the state and its ability to 

represent multiple interests and negotiate their demands.  It is within this context that Indian 

civil society emerged as an alternative space for mobilization and activism that challenges the 

state to be more responsive. 

Now that the basic background of India and its civil society have been put forth, I will now 

move on to discuss the particulars of this research project.    
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3.  Research Framework 

My research is informed by several debates on social movements and the effects of 

globalization on civil society activists’ actions and discourse.  Furthermore, it is also 

informed on the role of knowledge and ideas play in strategic action.  I begin by defining the 

underlying concepts of my research, illustrating the debate about civil society and global civil 

society.  I then go on to discuss the definition of success and the problem with attributing 

certain outcomes to a single social movement. 

3.1 Defining (global) civil society 

Without civil society, the existence of various social movements and coalitions would 

essentially not exist, being that they would have no space to have their voices heard by those 

in power.  The conceptualization of civil society is constantly being shaped and reshaped by a 

complex interplay of state, society, and the evolving processes of democracy in the country.  

Many actors are involved including, but not limited to, non-governmental organizations, 

donor agencies, bilateral and multilateral organizations and international organizations all of 

which have been influenced by the historical shifts towards the idea of civil society making it 

a complex, ambiguous, and often fluid concept.  There are two main streams of thought 

concerning civil society in that civil society is either part of state or separate from it.   

The conceptualizations of civil society that find their roots with democratization and are seen 

as part of state follows two traditions.  The first tradition according to Chandhoke (1995), is 

the revolutionary image that makes it a site for contestation, where people pit themselves 

against the power of the state and in the process either replace or reform it.   The second 

stream of conceptualization links civil society with the state in that civic associations act as 

watchdogs in the democracy (Tandon and Mohanty 2003).   
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There are also those who conceptualize civil society and a separate entity from the state.  One 

is provided by Walzer (1992) who sees it as an uncoerced realm of society where activities 

are conducted without any reference or interference by the state or market, similar to most 

voluntary groups that help the poor and needy.  The other conceptualization is the highly 

debated “third sector” idea creating a clear division between society, the state and the market.  

However, as Chandhoke (2003) argues, the spheres of society, market and state are mutually 

 



 

constitutive and that civil society is only ambiguously the source of democratic activism.  

Even though civil society means different things to different people, the role of civil society 

in political change has increasingly become apparent.   Working at the micro level, India’s 

civil society presents an alternative vision of development that is embedded in the discourse 

of empowerment, rights and democracy.  First, civil society plays an essential role in 

contesting the state and its institutions from the perspective of the poor and the marginalized.  

Second, it is engaged in building alternative and creative strategies, mechanisms, and visions 

of development for democratic, sustainable and people-oriented development.  Finally, civil 

society acts as a bridge between institutional and substantive democracy (Behar & Prakesh 

2004).   

While the emphasis of civil society is usually on a national level, it is important to consider 

that in this era of globalization, growing interdependence, liberalization, global governance 

actors and the spread of mass media and electronic information, the idea of a global civil 

society arises.  Global civil society is concerned with collective social and political agency at 

an international level (Colas 2002).  The state is no longer the ‘be-all and end-all’ of 

governance as the global system is increasingly composed of layers of political institutions, 

individuals, groups and even companies (Kaldor 2003).  The inception of global civil society 

suggests a shift in scale occurring from micro to macro levels of global governance. 

These global networks are becoming increasingly influential in political spheres and are 

continuing to grow in number and are simultaneously participating in domestic and 

international politics (Keck and Sikkink 1998).   Actors within these international coalitions 

(also referred to as transnational civil society networks), while sharing a common discourse, 

differ in level of capacity, tactics, organization, and meaning repertoires, which can be their 

greatest strength and greatest weakness.  According to Chandhoke, global civil society “…not 

only [has] the power of influencing international public opinion and mobilizing it against 

policies that they consider undesirable, they do so in ways that are sensationally visible and 

therefore effective”(2002:40).  However, there are several obstacles to creating an effective 

global civil society.          

For a coalition to be strong it is necessary to have a strong sense of collective identity.  
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Collective identity is a mesh between individuals and cultural systems or sets of attitudes and 

commitments that people ascribe to.  Smith (2002:506-507) shows that, "such identities are 

constantly being negotiated and re-negotiated by the activists themselves, as group members 

work in an ongoing way to define a collective ‘we’ and it relations to opponents."  However, 

this is a huge challenge because the partner organizations can be worlds apart, economically, 

politically, and culturally. This dispersion of power allows for slow decision making and a 

relatively indecipherable program of action on national and international scales     

Another obstacle for successful transnational civil society networks is that while certain 

things flow easily between members, like capital, most members and hence their actions are 

situated in a single place.  In reality only a small number of activists have direct contact with 

this network via the digital community creating an imbalance in discourse bringing into 

question the ability to make an actual global civil society (Tarrow 1998).  These actors that 

have the accessibility, while providing information, training and other networking 

opportunities, they fail to recognize their privileged position in the global hierarchies creating 

a destructive potential for global thinking and acting (Smith 2002).         

This idea of global civil society and transnational civil society networks is especially 

pertinent to the NCE as it is part of the Global Campaign for Education in achieving 

Education for All.  EFA is a global endeavour and the NCE is working on many different 

scales, from local, to regional, to national levels to help achieve it.  There are also several 

different international organizations, such as Oxfam and Action Aid, with an investment in 

the Global Campaign for Education and hence, by extension, the NCE.  These differing levels 

of interaction create linkages that go far beyond the borders of India.  However, because of 

the broad dispersion of power the NCE may have little individual decision making power but 

its resource base is broad creating new opportunities for the NCE to achieve EFA.   

 

3.2 Defining Social Movement Success/Impact 

Success is an ambiguous term and it can mean different things to different actors making it 

very difficult to define.  Even within coalitions and social movements there are various actors 

at stake who have different notions of which goals to be pursued and how to achieve them.  

Furthermore, coalitions are not homogenous so different actors within the coalition may view 
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certain impacts as a success while other may view it as a failure (Della Porta & Diani 1998). 

For example, one of the listed achievements on the NCE website is that they successfully 

pressured the government to agree in principle to increase the allotment to 6% of the GDP to 

education.  While this is viewed as a success internally, externally however that promise has 

not been achieved making outside actors see it as a failure.  

 

Additionally, the idea of success suggests a degree of intention of the participants, but many 

of the outcomes of social movements are unintentional or indirect (Giugni 1998).   Overall, 

the principle difficulty in defining the success of the coalition is how to establish a causal 

relationship between a series of events that we can reasonably attribute to the coalitions 

actions and an observed change in society, be it minor or fundamental, durable or temporary 

(Giugni 1998).    

Because of the complexity of defining success, many have focused on policy changes as a 

measurement of success.  However, this is extremely limited and as collective action is hardly 

confined to political effects, it also has cultural factors.  As Gamson (in Goodwin & Jasper 

2003) argues, the successes in the cultural sphere are just as important if not more than the 

political successes as it can challenge norms and values within the society.  These effects are 

difficult to measure as they are mostly symbolic in nature (Koopmans 2004). 

Another element for consideration is focused on the actions of the coalition.  Past theorists 

focused on the success of social movements, but nowadays there is more of a focus on 

outcomes of the actions of social movements.  Gamson (in Goodwin & Jasper 2003) puts the 

outcomes into two clusters: acceptance and new advantages. Acceptance means that its rivals 

view the coalition or social movement as the valid spokesman for a legitimate set of interests, 

which implies a change in the policy process. The second cluster of new advantages looks at 

if the movements’ beneficiary gains new advantages during the actions and its aftermath, or 

in other words, if the social movement stimulates policy change.   

 

In short, it is important to remember that the successes of the NCE can be different, even 

contradictive in the short and long term, and that success is not only outcomes of a 

movement’s actions, but also "a combination of mobilization and process perspectives" 
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(Gamson in Goodwin & Jasper 2003).  The following diagram, developed by Tilly and 

reproduced in Giugni (1998), nicely summarizes the problems of identifying social 

movement success: 

 

           

 A = Effects of movement actions that bear directly on movement claims 

 B = Joint effects of movement actions and outside influences that bear directly on 

movement claims 

 C = Effects of outside influences (but not movement actions) that bear directly on 

movement claims 

 D = Joint effects of movement actions and outside influences that DO NOT bear on 

movement claims   

 

As the diagram shows, what is defined as outcomes (the effects of movement actions that 

bear directly on movement claims) result from the overlapping of set 1 and 2. If the effects 

can be completely attributed to the movement’s action, it can be attributed to success when 

they are positive and failure when they are negative (intersection A).  But at least a part of 
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outcomes are produced as joint effects of movement actions and outside influences 

(intersection B). Furthermore, sometimes external events and actions may produce effects 

that satisfy movement claims (intersection C). Finally, we must take into account the 

possibility of joint effects of movement actions and outside influences that do not bear 

directly on movement claims (unintended consequences) (Giugni 1998). 

 

Because of the conceptual challenges of using such a term as success, I will focus on the 

movement’s impact.  Burstein (1999) shows impact can be looked at in three different ways. 

First is the political impact which refers to the specific impacts a movement has on policy 

outcomes.  Second is the procedimental impact which refers to the implicit changes in 

decision making processes and procedures of policy makers as a result of the social 

movements’ actions. Lastly is the symbolic impact which refers to the transformations in the 

belief systems and ideologies of both the general public and policy makers.  All of these 

external impacts are highly related and dependent on the internal functioning of the social 

movement.  Although the focus of this study is on the political outcomes, all of these impacts 

will be considered as they are all highly interrelated.     

 

All in all, studying the impacts of social movements requires attending to new and difficult 

conceptual and methodological issues, suggesting why this has been a neglected area of 

study.  In the following section I will discuss the most important approaches used in this 

research to inform the assessment of the impacts and effects of civil society organizations. 
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4. Research Approach 

 

In the following section, I will describe at length the theoretical basis of this research 

covering strategic relational approach, political opportunities structure, and frame analysis 

that cover the gambit of the structure versus agency debate.  Next, I will discuss the 

conceptualization, methodologies and data analysis for this research.  Finally, I will discuss 

the limitations this research faced.    

  

4.1 Theoretical Framework 

 

While there are some gaps in research concerning the success of social movements, there 

have been a few attempts to help create a better understanding of social movements.  

Currently, social movements and civil society coalitions are creating more and more links at 

the international level in tandem to the evolution of global politics.  As a result of the 

constitution of a multi-level governance scenario, transnational advocacy networks and 

global social movements are emerging (Keck & Sikkink 1998, and Mundy & Murphy 2001).  

My research is driven by the question to what extent these coalition campaigns ‘matter’, and 

if so, how and why?  I will examine which internal and external factors, as well as critical 

reflexivity over these factors, contribute to or dismiss the success opportunities of the 

coalition.   

 

When looking at the impact of social movements, one wonders in which to attribute the 

impact.  Is it attributed to structure and political context or within the members’ agency?  

Some theorists argue that the impact of a social movement does not depend on the members 

but the political atmosphere and the willingness of the state and powerful elite to listen to 

them (Tarrow 1998).  Others counter this by stating that the impact of the movement is 

heavily dependent on the strategies chosen by the members within the movement and their 

ability for mass mobilization to influence national politics.  This is the basis of the 

longstanding structure vs. agency debate that informs much of the theoretical framework of 

this research.      
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I will be using different approaches to social movements that cover both structure and agency 

that influence the potentials of the coalition because I believe this will prove most fruitful in 

analyzing the success of the NCE.  In analyzing the contextual factors, I will look at the 

political context and educational discourse.  For agency, I will look at the strategic collective 

action, the motivation and the critical reflexivity (the capability of actors to monitor 

intentionally and to reflect upon the consequences of previous actions, as a learning entity) of 

the coalition (Della Porta and Diani 1998).  There are three approaches I will use: 1) strategic 

relational approach, 2) frame analysis and, 3) political opportunities framework (see Hay 

2002, Benford & Snow 2000, Della Porta & Diani 1998, Meyer 2004, Sabatier 1998, and 

Schlager 1995). Each of these approaches suffers their own limitations but by using them 

together, I hope to minimize these effects to create a better understanding of the NCE. 

 

Strategic Relational Approach The strategic relational approach (SRA) can be considered an 

umbrella approach that tries to transcend the dualism of structure and agency, arguing that the 

distinction between structure and agency is purely an analytical one (Hay 2002).  As Hay 

states, "neither agents nor structures are real, since neither has an existence in isolation from 

one another – their existence is relational (structure and agency are mutually constitutive) and 

dialectical (their interaction is not reducible to the sum of structural and agential factors 

treated separately)" (2002:127).  This approach focuses on the role of ideas, knowledge, and 

discourse in the links found between agents and the context in which they operate, thus the 

key relationship in SRA in not necessarily between structure and agency but rather the more 

immediate interaction of strategic actors and the strategic context.  In emphasizing the 

strategic content of action, SRA recognizes that agents both internalize perceptions of their 

context and consciously orient themselves towards that context in deciding which action to 

take to help realize their given set of intentions (Hay 2002).  As a result, the success of 

coalitions depends on the coalition’s ability to transform aspects of their context and the 

ability to create cognitive frames for strategic action.  

 

It is within the umbrella of SRA that the political opportunities approach, and frame analysis 

can be integrated as they incorporate the complexities of social reality and the need to 

acknowledge both structural and agential processes.  
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Political Opportunities Framework The political opportunities framework considers several 

different variables including the influence of political institutions, the political culture, and 

the behaviours of their allies and opponents, on the strategies and the success of social 

movements (Della Porta & Diani 1998).  Hence, political opportunities approach focuses 

primarily on the effects of structures on social movements, claiming that their agency can 

only be understood in the political context in which they function (Meyer 2004).  

 

The creation of the NCE is a reaction to the political context in India and it is this political 

context that can either limit or enhance opportunities for the NCE to achieve their desired 

intentions.  First, the selection of strategies by the NCE is greatly influenced by the political 

institutions or rather the "openness" (how inclusive the government is to non-state actors) and 

decentralization of the political system.  Next, the political culture is highly influential on the 

decisions made by the NCE and other social movements.  India has had a tumultuous past 

with a tradition of exclusionary practices by the government. However, after independence in 

1947 India has strived for democracy, attempting to give a voice to non-state actors in its 

burgeoning civil society.  This was temporarily interrupted in the 1970s when an authoritarian 

regime declared a national emergency and essentially shut down civil society suspending all 

civil liberties.  This gave the Indian people impetus to strengthen social movements and to 

fight for their rights, which ultimately led to its present proactive phase.  

 

Like all theories, the political opportunities approach suffers some limitations.  Meyer (2004: 

133-134) lists three: 1) competing formulations of hypotheses coexist within the literature, 2) 

scholars differ in how many factors in the political environment they will consider as 

components of political opportunity, and 3) because of the flexibility in the conception of 

political opportunity it is rarely clear that scholars have picked the most appropriate 

specification for the variables in each case.  In general, there is also an overemphasis on 

structure with very little allowance for agency and frame analysis is one of the approaches 

that will help create a more holistic understanding. 

Frame Analysis Frame analysis focuses more on movement actors who are viewed as 

signifying agents actively engaged in the production and maintenance of meaning for 
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constituents, antagonists, and observers (Snow and Benford 2000).  Frames help to render 

events or occurrences meaningful and thereby function to organize experience and guide 

action.  Within social movements, this is referred to as collective action frames.  Collective 

action frames not only perform the interpretive function of condensing and simplifying 

aspects of the context but also in ways that are, "intended to mobilize potential adherents and 

constituents, to garner bystander support, and to mobilize antagonists" (Snow and Benford 

2000:614).  In short, collective action frames are action-oriented sets of beliefs and meanings 

that inspire and legitimate the activities and campaigns of a social movement.  Snow and 

Benford (2000) locate three core framing tasks that can attend to interrelated problems of 

"consensus mobilization" and "action mobilization:"1) diagnostic framing (problem 

identification and attributions, 2) prognostic framing (articulation of a proposed solution to 

the problem) and, 3) motivational framing (constructing appropriate vocabularies for the 

actions).  Furthermore, frames can differ in the number of ideas and themes they express 

(flexibility, rigidity, inclusivity and exclusivity) as well as in their interpretive scope (Snow 

and Benford, 2000). 

Literature shows that frames are created and reconstituted in three overlapping processes as 

shown by Snow and Benford (2000).  First, in discursive processes, movement members’ 

different perceptions of reality are brought together to form a new perspective, known as 

frame articulation, while some issues have more focus than others, known as frame 

amplification.  Second, in strategic processes, movement members create frames with a 

specific purpose in mind.  Finally, in contested processes, opposition and challenges faced by 

movement members while creating their frames, like counter framing by opponents or 

internal disagreements about framing activities, are known as frame disputes.        

Frame analysis is the preferred form of cultural inquiry for the study of social movements in 

relation to the political opportunities approach, however one critique is made stating frame 

analysis, "reifies culture and ignores the ways in which culture shapes framing processes as 

well as political opportunities" (Snow and Benford 2000:629).  So overall, for social 

movements to be successful they need to align their discourse to public opinion, other social 

movements and the political culture.  

Arising from this discussion, three highly interrelated themes arise that are important to my 
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case study of the NCE: 

 The importance the historic, political and social context from which the NCE 

emerged and functions within. 

 The importance of establishing and maintaining cohesion between highly 

heterogeneous actors from the local to global scales. 

 The assertion of the important role that knowledge, information and ideas play in 

the functioning of the NCE. 

In the following section, I will discuss how these three themes are conceptualized and how 

they are expected to play out in reality.  

4.2 Conceptualization 

 

The following two schemes show the expected relations of the important concepts that have 

helped guide my research and answer my research question.  These schemes are drawn from 

previous work done on this project from Ghana, Ecuador and The Philippines.   

The first conceptual scheme shows the use of knowledge and goals in relation to strategic 

action.  This strategic action is then combined with the political opportunities available which 

influence their external impact. However, to determine the best course to take there needs to 

regular reflexivity loops. This reflexive process allows the coalition to be able to adjust their 

strategies to help maximize their effectiveness in achieving their intentions.   

 

Scheme 1: Knowledge production and critical reflexivity about context and action 
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The second conceptual scheme focuses on the internal factors of social movements.  It is 

essential to have internal cohesion that allows for a collective identity to be effective (Smith 

2002).  Collective identity is a mesh between individuals and cultural systems or sets of 

attitudes and commitments that people ascribe to.  Smith (2002:506-507) shows that, "such 

identities are constantly being negotiated and re-negotiated by the activists themselves, as 

group members work in an ongoing way to define a collective ‘we’ and it relations to 

opponents."  The negotiations on objectives, strategies, and internal power relations have 

shown to be influential on the impact of the coalition.  Critical reflexivity is again key to 

knowledge production and increasing the effectiveness of the coalition. 

Scheme 2: Scalar interaction and critical reflexivity 
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4.3 Methodologies 

The epistemological base of this research is constructionism, which alleges that social 

phenomena and their meanings are continually being accomplished by social actors and their 

interaction with one another, in other words, constructing social reality (Crotty 1998).  This 

combination of a knowable reality and how social actors perceive this reality introduces the 

theoretical perspective of critical realism which suggests that there is one reality with many 

different interpretations (see Danermark et al. 2002).  However, symbolic interactionism was 

also used to gain a fuller understanding of the social reality and cultural background. This 

epistemology is appropriate because this research is heavily context dependent and the way 

the coalition members perceive their social reality determines their strategic action.   

My research aimed to explore the complex ways in which context, actors, and impacts of the 

NCE are interpreted and how they influence one another.  To create a comparative base it was 

important to gain and compare certain information about a certain topic, which turned out to 

be the recently passed “Free and Compulsory Education Act 2009,” (hence forth known as 

RTE Act 2009) and discuss it with the various partners and other key stakeholders of the 

NCE.  This helped a great deal in creating a better understanding of the NCE’s interaction 
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with the Government of India, the activities and knowledge they produce, and the political 

and historical context of which they are embedded. 

This approached resulted in a qualitative methodology with a relatively small sample of 

actors selected from different member organizations of the NCE, as well as those with an 

interest in what the NCE is doing, like academicians and bureaucrats and then researched in 

depth by means of semi-structured interviews and observation.  These methodologies resulted 

in a richly detailed thick elaboration of the movement and the context in which it operates 

from multiple perspectives.   

I made use of both primary and secondary data from different sources.  Primary data of semi 

structured interviews (40 to 60 minutes in length), and campaign and government documents 

was collected during a fieldwork period of ten weeks in India from August to October 2009.  

The secondary data includes information on the history of the Government of India and 

Gandhi, educational law in India and other relevant issues that helped me understand better 

the history of civil society in India and where the NCE is coming from. 

The NCE currently consists of seven member organizations that a mostly spread over the 

Hindi speaking belt with only a few of those working in the south.  It was clear from the 

beginning that because of the size and diversity of India that I would only be able to talk to a 

limited group of stakeholders.  The NCE headquarters is located in Delhi so it was from there 

that I traveled to different cities to interview various members and other key stakeholders.  

But luckily since Delhi is the capital of India, I had access to the Government of India and the 

Ministry of Human Resources and Development (MHRD). 

Once in India, I initially planned to make use of several different data collection methods 

including semi-structured interviews, document analysis, participant observation and focus 

groups.  However, once on the ground the challenges of these methods became apparent.  I 

expected to be able to attend various NCE group activities and meetings and see first hand the 

processes and interactions of the NCE with key stakeholders.  I was also hoping to invite key 

people from the different member organizations and see how they interacted together and 

how each of their agendas where integrated into one another but it became clear that this 

would be very difficult to organize.   
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At the time of my fieldwork, the NCE was going through a transitional period in which their 

focus was dramatically shifted when in August 2009 the Free and Compulsory Education Bill 

introduced back in 2002 was finally made into an act.  Because of this the high workload of 

the members and other stakeholders made it difficult to have in-depth interviews with them 

and for the same reason it was difficult to get all those people together in one place at one 

time to conduct any focus groups.  I did manage, however, with two of the teacher’s unions to 

have several different members and affiliates of the union to come together and discuss the 

recently passed act and the NCE.  I also came to realize that during this time of transition 

there were limited mobilization and advocacy activities in which I could observe and/or 

participate in as everything at this point was only at the stage of creating a dialogue and 

tentatively outlining what wants to be done in the near future.   

I conducted a total of twenty semi-structured interviews that were recorded and then 

transcribed as well as numerous informal interviews that were not recorded but with 

extensive notes.  Those interviewed include people from the office of the NCE, people from 

the member organizations and teacher’s unions, academics, school headmasters, and 

bureaucrats to identify problems, needs, and issues related to the NCE and how they perceive 

them.  When initially preparing for the interviews, I created a basic questionnaire which 

covered the major topics of the research but it became apparent that with each interview the 

questionnaire had to be altered in some way to be more specialized so I could gather the 

necessary information.  I found that after the first couple interviews I conducted that with 

India culture direct questions were offsetting and I had to take a roundabout approach to get 

the interviewees to make their point of view clear.  At the beginning of each interview I asked 

a few demographic questions and themselves and the organization they worked for.  During 

the interviews, I took minimal notes and tried to focus on the person and what they were 

saying and after the interview I would reflect on what they said and how it contributed to my 

research.  The majority of the interviews were conducted in English but some were in Hindi 

and I had a translator present.   

During my stay in India, I also collected a multiplicity of textual sources.  This provided me 

with an insight into the diversity of interests and topics the NCE deals with and gave me a 

source to better trace the NCE’s past activities and impacts.  My time in NCE headquarters 
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allowed me access to a good number of documents.  These included flyers and booklets for 

mobilization, research publications, political statements and pressure letters, its mission 

statement and internal unpublished material.  Also with the recent passing of the education 

act, I felt it prudent to study the National Policy of Education in India as well as other 

educational legislation to see the government’s agenda and approach to education both past 

and present to better understand the NCE’s campaign for EFA.   

4.4 Data Analysis  

I transcribed every interview as soon as time allowed and used those transcriptions to amplify 

my questionnaire and limit misunderstandings.  After transcribing, I color coded the 

information that was relevant to my research questions.   These included references that relate 

to the concepts listed in my research proposal as well as new topics, uncertainties and 

contradictions that would need further addressing.   Once I completed all the interviews, I 

once again re-examined my transcriptions and sought out common patterns and themes as 

well as contradictory experiences and perceptions.  I took this same approach to government 

documents, NCE documents, and academic research.   

Overall, the main source of information comes from the twenty semi-structured interviews 

with people from member organizations and other key stakeholders which was further 

complemented by the document analysis of the gathered materials while in India.  Within the 

constraints of this research, I believe this allowed for the best insight into the context and 

activities of the NCE. 

4.5 Limitations 
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 As with most research there are limits and gaps and my research is no exception and I openly 

acknowledge this.  As stated in the research question, I analyzed the internal and external 

factors that contribute to or dismiss the success opportunities of the NCE.  Success is an 

ambiguous term and it can mean different things to different actors making it very difficult to 

define.  Even within coalitions and social movements there are various actors at stake who 

have different notions of which goals to be pursued and how to achieve them.  Furthermore, 

coalitions are not homogenous so different actors within the coalition may view certain 

impacts as a success while other may view it as a failure (Della Porta & Diani 1998). 

 



 

Essentially, the principle difficulty of this research is how to establish a causal relationship 

between a series of events that we can reasonably attribute to the coalitions actions and an 

observed change in society, as nothing ever happens in isolation.  However, I am confident to 

present an evaluation that is based on data triangulation, process tracing, and contra-factual 

analysis. 

Also, due to the massive size of India and the time constraints it has been difficult to do 

justice to the complexities and depth of the coalition’s activities at various levels.  Another 

difficulty was untangling the NCE’s history from the history of the BBA because at times 

they functioned as a single entity making it difficult to define who initiated what and seeing a 

clear evolution of the NCE.  Despite these difficulties, I am confident that my findings will 

contribute to civil society and social movement research in a meaningful way. 
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5.   Introducing the NCE 

The NCE came into existence because a number of like-minded groups and individuals came 

together in acknowledgement of the educational needs of the people of India.  In the 

following chapter I will discuss the origin, the composition and scope, the strategies and 

goals, the milestones and the resources of the NCE. 

5.1 Origin 

The idea of creating a national coalition for education in India did not come out of thin air, it 

was highly influenced by the global political atmosphere at the time.  Beginning in 1990 with 

the Jomtien Conference and the adoption of the World Declaration on Education for All there 

has been a continued push to get every child into school.  However, there was very little 

progress being made and ten years later, in 2000, the World Education Forum was held in 

Dakar, Senegal, and an agreement was made on the objective of having EFA by 2015.  Six 

targets were set up stating that quality education should be available for free for everyone.  

One of the biggest players present at the forum was the Global Campaign for Education 

(GCE) that was created from the efforts of INGO’s Action Aid, Oxfam GB, and Education 

International that wanted to set up a globally coordinated funding initiative.  The GCE 

promised to mobilize and create public pressure on governments to follow up on their 

promises to provide free high quality education for all people, especially for children and 

women (GCE website).   

The NCE was formed as a product of the prolonged struggle of like-minded organizations, 

groups and individuals on the issues of education in India.  The idea of establishing a national 

coalition in India initially began in 1996 with the BBA campaign “Education for Liberation 

and Liberation for Education” when several of the current members began working together 

of the issue of EFA.  These groups became further cemented on education issues with the 

nation wide 15,000 km Shiksha Yatra (Education March) in 2001 which covered 20 Indian 

states that was organized by the BBA and invited all the teachers unions to participate.  

Another facet at the time was the creation of the Parliamentary Forum in 2002 that was 

spearheaded by several progressive parliamentarians and MP Ravi P. Verma.  However, it was 

not until 2002 that the NCE was officially formed and became the GCE representative in 
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India with the help of Kailash Satyarthi (President of GCE), Ravi P. Verma (President of NCE 

and ex-parliamentarian), and others.    

5.2 Composition and Scope 

Since its official inception in 2002, the NCE has brought together a varied group of member 

organizations, uniting teachers unions, non-governmental organizations, and other social 

movements.  At this time, the NCE has seven member organizations: 

  Bachpan Bachao Andolan (Save the Children Movement, a network of more than 760 

organizations and 80,000 social activists working on child rights), 

 All India Primary Teachers Federation (AIPTF), a union of more than 3 million primary 

teachers, 

 All India Federation of Teachers Organization (AIFTO), a union of 1.2 million teachers, 

 All India Secondary Teachers Federation (AISTF), a union of 0.85 million teachers, 

 All India Association for Christian Higher Education (AIACHE), an association of 300 

college principals, 

 World Vision India, a foundation working for child rights, education and development, 

 Parliamentary Forum on Education, a group of existing and newly elected 

Parliamentarians. 

 

The NCE initiative extends to many regions of India, covering northern, central, north-

eastern, eastern and southern regions (see Map 1).  While the NCE is the official 

representative of the GCE in India and is part of other regional organizations, such as Asian 

South Pacific Bureau of Adult Education (ASPBAE), the majority of its activities are focused 

internally.  Its international presence plays a secondary role for its members and for the most 

part is only a representative one intended to bring recognition and acknowledgement of 

India’s challenges and values to the global education community. 

 

Map 1:  Active States with the NCE 
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(EdWatch 2008) 

The composition and coordination of the NCE can be basically broken down into three 

groups: 

 

 The Board of Trustees which consists of nine members with each member organization 

having a representative.   

 The Steering Committee which consists of board of trustees members, staff, 

academicians, consultants and financial experts. 

 And finally the convener who makes the daily routine decisions and is accountable to 

both the steering committee and the board of trustees. 

 

Overall, the entire decision making power of the organization is vested in the Board of 
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Trustees who meet twice a year to discuss issues and make policy decisions.  The board also 

appoints smaller advisory groups from time to time to look into other more technical issues of 

everyday activities.  

 

5.3 Strategies and Goals 

 

The NCE has always had a clear vision of the future of education in India, in that “all the 

children up to 18 years of age are in school and are getting free and good quality education 

driven by human values to become an empowered and productive citizen” (NCE brochure).  

Based on this the NCEs mission statement follows thusly: 

  

The NCE will strive to restore the fundamental right of every child without exception to 

receive free and quality education up to the age of 18 on the basis of equal opportunity, 

without discrimination on the basis of gender, class, ethnicity or religion, in an 

environment of love and care and with appropriate facilities conducive to joyful 

learning.  (NCE brochure/website) 

 

To make this vision a reality the NCE takes a multi-pronged approach with their central 

strategy being evidence based advocacy to create political pressure. It is a well-known fact in 

India that government reports do not necessarily reflect what is actually happening in India, 

so the NCE draws upon their member organizations expertise and knowledge to create a more 

holistic picture. There is a firm belief within the NCE that without creating a pool of evidence 

to present to the government about the ground reality in India they would have no leverage to 

push the NCEs agenda, as stated by the convener of the NCE:   

 

So we know the ground reality not by the government’s secondary data, we know the 

reality by our partners, the school teachers, or the NGO partners so we have the ground 

reality information and based on this evidence we do evidence based advocacy. 

(Interview Convener of NCE, October 2009) 

 

 However, the NCE also draws upon other complimentary strategies like mass mobilization, 
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networking, direct intervention and communication but that is all highly dependent on the 

political climate and resources available at the time.  For example, at this time, the focus is on 

the currently passed education act and its implementation, monitoring and ultimately making 

appropriate amendments to fill in the lacunae found throughout the act.  Hence there are five 

areas that the NCE is focused on that address both political issues and issues on the ground. 

 

 The existing act should be amended so that all children between 0 to 18 years would be 

covered under the act as defined by the United Nations Convention of the Rights of the 

Child and Juvenile Justice Act of India. 

 Government expenditure on education should be 6% of GDP, as promised, and half of this 

public spending should be allocated towards elementary education. 

 To ensure quality of education, fully trained teachers should be recruited in place of 

untrained para-teachers and given full-time positions. 

 Changes should be carried out in legislation for quality education system with measurable 

indicators so the parents and community can monitor the level of quality (i.e. School 

Management Committees and budget tracking). 

 The existing act should be amended suitably to minimize privatization opportunities and 

to focus on implementing a common school system.   

 

5.4 Milestones 

 

While the NCE is far from seeing the realization of its vision of education in India, the NCE 

and its member organizations have been significant players in a number of political 

achievements for education.   One of the most notable achievements was the NCEs role in 

establishing the Parliamentary Forum on Education which has been instrumental in making 

voices of the people speaking out on the deteriorating education system heard in the National 

Parliament of India.  The forum was formed in 1999 by several of NCEs member 

organizations and consists of 168 MPs representing all major political parties in India and 

even some ministers of the present government.  The forum has been working as a pressure 

group and several times the members of the forum met up with the president and prime 

minister with various demands concerning education.  During the most recent elections in 
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2009, the NCE and other members did a pledge letter drive in which they approached the 

candidates and asked them to sign a pledge stating that if elected into office they will put 

education as a top priority.  Those of who were elected into office almost 80% signed the 

letters creating an incredible resource the NCE can draw upon.  At a more local level, the 

NCE played a significant role in the formation of Member of Legislative Assembly Forum in 

many states in India who continue to draw attention to education issues.    

 

Another noteworthy political achievement is the NCEs efforts in pressuring the government 

to pass the “Right of Children to Free and Compulsory Education Bill” back in 2002 and the 

subsequent passing of the bill into an act, making it law.  However, as the president of the 

NCE states in relation to it efforts towards the passing of the bill: 

  

The NCE is not one individual body, it represents all the people you know were 

involved in this process.  One is the Parliamentary Forum; another is teachers’ 

organizations that have more than five million stakeholders, and other third party 

stakeholders.  It’s a common achievement. (Interview, NCE President, September 

2009). 

 

The NCE has also made strides towards better funding for education.  Back in 2004 the 

government decided to become a self-sustaining country, no longer accepting external 

financial aid.  This deeply affected social sector spending and through large scale lobbying 

and advocacy efforts by the NCE, the UPA Government agreed to levy a 2% education cess 

on the corporate sector to help fund basic education.  While the government has yet to follow 

through on this promise, the NCE also contributed to pressuring the government to agreeing 

in principal to increase the public expenditure on education to 6% of the GDP by creating 

political pressure through lobbying activities such as knocking on parliamentarian’s doors 

(see NCE website).   

 

At the grassroots level the NCE has played a role in the formation of Village Education 

Committees.  These monitoring committees are comprised of peoples’ representatives, 

teachers and local government and take into account the policies on education and their 
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implementation.  Also, within the recently passed act other monitoring bodies, such as the 

School Management Committees (SMC), will be introduced and will run in tandem with the 

village committees to help increase transparency and accountability. 

 

This is a list of the most relevant achievements of the NCE and its member organizations but 

there are many new and ongoing projects that show a lot of promise in affecting the 

coalition’s political impact.  These listed achievements were the most commonly mentioned 

during my stay in India as they are used as learning tools for future projects as they have 

proven to be affective in getting the people’s voices heard.             

 

5.5 Resources 

 

As a political movement, the coalition has difficulties getting funding nationally, even despite 

the claim of the UPA government that they would support all NGOs.  So as a coalition, the 

NCE is heavily dependent on regional and international cooperation. To date only ActionAid, 

Care India, Oxfam, ASPBAE and the GCE fund the NCE, and in a country as large and 

diverse as India this creates limitations to the scope and reach of the NCE.  Right now the 

NCEs presence in the south is by association only through member organizations, so the NCE 

is virtually unknown in the south.  This also limits their strategies to the level of advocacy, 

with little or no local mobilization.  As of late there has been a large emphasis on getting 

more financing by both the NCE and their member organizations, “we should have more 

meetings together, we should plan programs together but you must have funds.  Without 

funds the NCE cannot function…the NCE cannot just be a concept they need funds!” 

(Interview, General Secretary of AIACHE, October 2009). 

 

However, the impact of the NCE is not wholly dependent on financing but on many other 

related factors.  Based on the assumption that political, social and cultural contexts are 

strategically selective and can either facilitate or hinder the coalitions impact (Hay 2002), I 

will analyze the coalition’s political opportunity structures, and their interactions on national, 

regional and international scales in the following chapters.     
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6.  Political Context:  Can EFA be achieved in India? 

 

The political opportunities approach claims that social movement agency can only be 

understood in the political context in which they function (Meyer 2004).  Based on this claim, 

I will elaborate to what extent the political culture of India and the current government 

facilitate and/or hamper the impact of the NCE.  First I will discuss how education is 

perceived in India by different audiences, from the general public to the government.  I will 

then discuss how educational priorities and policies have changed since independence in 

1947, the role the Supreme Court played, and how this led up to the pro-human rights 

approach that is used in the coalition today.  Next, I will discuss the current governments 

approach and relationship to education, and the introduction of the public-private partnership 

(PPP) for education.  The final section is for discussion in which I will highlight that the 

political opportunities have improved over the years and that this is, in part, related to the 

coalition’s ability to reflect of their actions and the ability to learn both about the political 

context and their actions. 

 

6.1 No Resources, no teachers, no quality education 

 

In the Indian way of thinking, a human being is a positive asset and a precious national 

resource, which needs to be cherished, nurtured, and developed with tenderness, and 

care, coupled with dynamism.  Each individual’s growth presents a different range of 

problems and requirements, at every stage from the womb to the tomb.  The catalytic 

action of education in this complex and dynamic growth process needs to be planned 

meticulously and executed with great sensitivity (National Policy on Education (1986), 

revised in 1992).   

 

The National Policy on Education makes it clear that education is a valuable tool for people 

to realize their full potential and as a result be an asset to India.  However, this principal is not 

reflected in Indian society today.  Despite the constantly reiterated promise of getting every 

child in school to receive high quality education, the net enrolment and quality of education 

remains relatively low on many levels.   
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Although there has been an increased recognition of the importance of adequate education in 

the past decade, the public school system still carries the stigma of being an institution for 

only those living in poverty.  Even many of the teachers in the teacher’ unions, while working 

for the public system, insist on sending their own children to private institutions because of 

the stigma of public facilities.  In an informal interview I had with a headmaster of a public 

elementary school in New Delhi, he insisted that because of infrastructural inadequacies and 

poor teacher training the only responsible choice was to send his children to a private school.  

This was difficult to fathom as the interview took place in his office at the school which had 

two buildings, a playground and a full staff of qualified teachers. 

 

This de-valorization of the education system in India has deeply influenced the ideals of the 

NCE.  The president of the NCE stated as a goal that “…there has to be one common 

universal education system providing good quality education to the children” (Interview, 

September 2009).  However, this is challenged by India’s ground reality and the historically 

rooted elitism in Indian political culture. 

 

The educational system is broken down between central government, state government and 

local governing bodies, known as panchayats.  The vast majority of responsibility for 

education is placed upon the state governments and local governing bodies, creating a highly 

decentralized system.  Before the passing of the education act, in order to create more 

transparency and accountability, the SSA framework introduced Village Education 

Committees (VEC) as a monitoring body and to act as a control to ensure proper policy 

implication and proper spending of funds at local schools.  While in theory VECs are a good 

idea, in reality the daily struggles for survival of most parents supersede the VEC making the 

whole idea moot.  A World Bank Policy Research study found in a survey in Uttar Pradesh 

that 92.4% of the respondents did not know even of the existence of a VEC while 5.0% of the 

rest knew of its existence but could not name a single member (Bannerji et al, 2006).  Now 

with the new act in place, there is a provision for a new monitoring body, the School 

Management Committees who are to act in tandem with the VECs. 

However, educational policies and resources still remain in the hands of the state, resulting in 
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the enforcement of problems that run throughout India’s political system, that of corruption, 

fraud, and its inability to follow through on public policies.  These problems point to a 

desperate need for educational reform or the implementation of what is in the law currently; 

however the low valorization of education is perpetrated at the level of government: 

 

If you run in the name of the temple or mosque or in the name of the Hindu Muslim, 

you will get votes but if you run in the name of education or health or gender, this 

country is still not sensitive to choose that person because this country does not fight in 

the name of principals, so it is a very difficult task.  Education is just not a vote 

catching agenda (Interview, Convener of NCE, October 2009). 

 

Even with the social and political stigma surrounding education, there remains the fact that 

education is very important to the development of a country as a whole.  In the next section I 

will discuss the national policy on education and how is has changed overtime in relation to 

civil society activity.  

 

6.2 The Changing Face of Educational Policy and the Role of the Supreme Court 

 

Nobody can deny the fact that education is an extremely important factor for bringing change 

in the lives of individuals. It has universally been recognized as the most powerful instrument 

and pre-requisite for gearing up the socio-economic development of a nation. In fact, it can 

be said that it is a pre-condition for the overall up-lift and welfare of a nation.  India has 

recognized this value, but mostly in writing.   Within the Constitution there are several 

educational provisions: 

 

 Article 21A: ‘The State shall provide free and compulsory education to all children of 

the age of six to fourteen years in such manner as the State may, by law, determine.’ 

 Article 45 of the Constitution which stated that, ‘The State shall endeavour to provide, 

within a period of ten years from the commencement of this Constitution, for free and 

compulsory education for all children until they complete the age of fourteen years’  

was replaced by clause in 51 A which stated that, ‘ It shall be the duty of every citizen 
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of India who is a parent or guardian to provide opportunities for education to his child 

or as the case may be, between the age of 6 to 14 years’ 

 Article 46- ‘Promotion of educational and economic interests of Scheduled Castes, 

Scheduled Tribes and other weaker sections.- The State shall promote with special 

care the educational and economic interests of the weaker sections of the people, and, 

in particular, of the Scheduled Castes and the Scheduled Tribes, and shall protect them 

from social injustice and all forms of exploitation. 

 

These Constitutional provisions led to the formulation of the National Policy on Education in 

1968 that recommended that Article 45 should be implemented in practice with sincerity and 

dedication.  The ultimate aim was to get every child, from ages 6 to 14, in school in the next 

ten years.  However, this national policy was not looked at again until 1986, 18 years later in 

which the lack of progress in education was acknowledged.  Therefore, the need was felt to 

review the educational policy for improving the efficiency and quality of education. In order 

to formulate the New Education Policy, the Government of India brought out a document 

'The Challenge of Education' in 1985, which presented an overview of the state of education 

and gave direction for future plan of action. This document generated discussions among 

educational planners, teachers, students, parents, intellectuals and citizens interested in 

education. The recommendations and suggestions made during the seminars and conferences, 

which were organized by various organizations across the length and breadth of the country, 

were kept in view while formulating the National Policy on Education (1986). The policy 

document was followed by another document brought out in August 1986 known as the 

'Programme of Action' that focused on details of the implementation of this policy.   

 

Once again, this policy fell to the wayside with the government’s inability to implement the 

Programme of Action and get every child in school.  The poor state of education in India 

became an urgent developmental priority which can only be mitigated by constitutionally 

entrenching education as a right via the Supreme Court. 

 

In the 1980’s the Supreme Court began to permit concerned citizens, public interest advocates 

and NGOs to petition on behalf of communities and individuals suffering violations of their 
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constitutionally protected rights.  This opened the door for those to fight for education and in 

1992 and 1993 two cases concerning educational rights were brought before the court that 

allowed the opportunity to develop a precedent that governed the public provision of 

elementary education.   Based on the view that the central and state governments had 

consistently and systematically failed to apply the Constitution, the Court held that the right 

to education up to 14 years of age contained in Article 45 amounted to a ’fundamental right’ 

that was enforceable by the courts (Alston and Bhuta, 2005, Sadgopal, 2001).  

 

This was a landmark decision that gave community activists and NGOs a tool for pushing the 

executive and legislative toward action on primary education. At the same time it became a 

catalyst for a number of children’s rights groups to form into coalitions demanding 

government implementation of the fundamental right to education.  This also began an 

investigation by the central government into the desirability and financial implications of 

amending the Constitution to establish primary education as a fundamental right (Alston and 

Bhuta, 2005, Sadgopal, 2001).  Feeding off the Supreme Court decision and other group 

activities, the NCE and others, based on their experiences of the Global March Against Child 

Labour and the effectiveness of taking a human right’s stance (as opposed to ‘rates of return’ 

stance), became the champions of the right to education and pushed for the “The Child’s 

Right to Free and Compulsory Education Act.” It was noted that several times during 

interviews when asked if the current government will listen to civil society advocates, a 

common reply was that if they did not “they would take it to the courts.”  In the next section I 

will discuss the current government’s background and stance on education.  

 

6.3 The UPA and Common Minimum Programme  

 

The United Progressive Alliance (UPA) is a ruling coalition of political parties heading the 

government of India led by the Indian National Congress (INC) voted into power in 2004 and 

re-elected in 2009 with a simple majority.  The UPA government introduced the Common 

Minimum Programme (CMP) in 2004 which is a document outlining the minimum objectives 

of the coalition government.  The CMP was initially hammered out with two members of the 

59 member Left Front, hence the policies were generally perceived as center-left, reflecting 
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the centrist policies of the INC and the Left.  However, by 2008 the UPA had lost the support 

of left parties resulting in a congress-left split because of its adoption of populist policies 

such as expensive job and loan-forgiveness programs for the poor (The Times of India, 2008).  

It should be noted that at the time of writing this there was discussion concerning amending 

the CMP to include the Right to Education Act 2009 but the new report has yet to be made 

available to the public. 

 

The CMP is an important document that while there is nothing exciting or new in it for 

education, it reveals the intentions of the present government, its main priorities, policies and 

programmes (Tilak 2004).  The priorities and the intentions of the government in reference to 

education are spelt out as six points under the section of ‘Education and Health,’ with several 

other paragraphs in various sections that refer to education.  Two of the points are promises 

reiterated referring to achieving the elusive 6% of GDP goal and the full implementation of 

the Midday Meal Programme (the provision of noon-meals to all school children).  Another 

point refers to the education cess on all central taxes “to finance the commitment to 

universalize access to quality basic education” (CMP 2004:6).  This was one of the few points 

that was immediately acted upon as the first union budget of the UPA levied an education 

cess of 2% (Tilak 2004).  Other points speak of achieving universal access to higher 

education, promoting modern and technical education among minority communities, 

providing full equality of opportunity for scheduled castes and tribes, backwards castes and 

religious minorities, as well as boldly stating, “the UPA government will fully back and 

support all NGO efforts in the area of primary education”(CMP 2004:6). However, there are 

several other points the UPA is silent about including the issue of the continued use of para-

teachers, the issue of privatization and there is no reference to the free and compulsory 

education bill/act.   

 

These three issues are gaining prominence as priority issues and many civil society advocates 

for education have focused their attention on these issues.  The NCE has even held informal 

meetings with President Pratibha Patil in the past, drawing her attention to these educational 

issues and to discuss how the government will amend them.  The one issue of particular 

importance at the moment is the issue of the privatization of education.  Recently, in October 
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2009, the Ministry of Human Resource Development (MHRD) released a concept note 

concerning the use of “Public-Private Partnerships” in education.  After the 86th 

Constitutional amendment in India, the government of India managed to delay the Right to 

Education Bill for more than seven years before making it an Act and now the government 

speaks about a lack of resources (NCE 2009).  The reason for this delay is still debated, but 

according to the Convener of the NCE: 

 

It’s the cunningness and it’s a kind of shirking behaviour of the government from 2002 

to 2009...so this is a question of political economy so the government on the one hand 

does not represent the poorest of the poor and secondly education has become now a 

place for investment for the private sector…the government delayed this bill because of 

political reasons not economic reasons (Interview, Convener of NCE, September 2009).   

 

The concept note states that is it only an approach used by the government, “to deliver quality 

services to its population by using the expertise of the private sector…through which a 

private party performs part of the service delivery functions of the government while 

assuming associated risks” (MHRD 2009:1).  Even within the currently passed act, there is a 

provision for private schools and the voucher system which further acts as gateway for 

privatization.  Many people believe, including the NCE, that this is the governments attempt 

to wipe its hands of the responsibility of providing education and gaining a profit while 

making school even more inaccessible to the poor.   

 

Overall, because of the increasing reliance on NGO efforts and the welcoming of private 

companies into the field of education, the government is slowly abdicating its responsibilities.  

Furthermore, within the CMP there are other initiatives proposed such as strengthening 

elected panchayats, empowering the community and the delegation of responsibilities and 

funds to the panchayats which can also lead to the resignation of responsibility by the central 

government and the marginalization of the state governments.  This is the exact opposite of 

what the NCE wants to see happen and they are fighting for change.  However, the passing of 

the Right to Education Act is a huge political opportunity but can also open a window for 

opposition as will be discussed in the following section. 
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6.4 Discussion: RTE Act - The Ultimate Tool for Change   

 

Since its inception, the NCE has struggled to create the resource and knowledge base to 

tackle the issue of education on the advocacy level as well as the ground level.  The current 

government has been slow on acting on the many promises it has made but still continues to 

make those promises.  In several interviews with members of the NCE, it was made clear that 

if the government is unable or unwilling to provide education for all, the will use the 

Supreme Court to force accountability and implementation of the act.     

 

In summary of the previous discussion, the government only has promises to offer with little 

follow through, and the coalition’s ability to build up a constructive and stable discussion 

with the government is hindered by several factors:   

 The historically rooted elitism based on the caste system; 

 The CMP was established as center-left approach and the recent Congress-Left split in 

2008 led to a disarticulation of agendas since left parties no longer support the UPA; 

 The low priority on education made by the UPA in the CMP; 

 The low valorization of education on all administrative levels; 

 The various dysfunctions of the decentralized system; 

 The population’s lack of interest in education with the prominence of more immediate 

problems like poverty, violence, and unemployment. 

 

There is an agreement that it is essential to tackle the deeply embedded structures and 

patterns of the Indian political culture while attempting to inform and mobilize those in 

poverty in India in defence of education to create sustainable change.  This is a monumental 

task for the NCE and one they tackle on a daily basis with minimal support and resources.  

However, with the passing of the RTE Act 2009, the NCE has finally been given the tool to 

create change.  But the passing of the act is not the only thing necessary for change: 

 

The law itself is just a tool or a weapon, you need strong hands, clear eyes, clear brain 

to use those weapons and tools, otherwise they will not be used.  You can keep talking 
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about the weaknesses in the law but you need to know how to use it, when to use it, and 

who will use it, so those people who are deprived of education must know that there is 

a weapon or tool and they should be encouraged and empowered to use the law, which 

is a strategy of the NCE (Interview, President of GCE, September 2009).   

 

The NCE’s ability to learn on the ground and reflect on their political context and their own 

actions is one of the many strengths of the NCE.  The following are some lessons learned that 

have influenced the strategies of the NCE. All of these insights are based on my interviews 

with members of the coalition and affiliates, displaying their deep understanding and 

awareness of political opportunity structures of the NCE. 

 The importance of advocacy at all levels of government; 

 The importance of getting members of the parliament informed and involved (as a point 

of entry into the government); 

 Taking advantage of the judiciary and Supreme Courts (to make the government 

accountable); 

 The impact of moral leverage and mass mobilization (following Gandhi’s example) to 

make the government liable for its promises an obligations; 

 The importance of grass-roots activity to garner a strong base for evidence based 

advocacy. 

 

The political opportunities of the NCE are continuously challenged by the seemingly ennui of 

the government concerning education, even with the promises they have repeatedly made to 

get every child into school.  But with regular reflection over the political climate, the strategic 

learning from their own actions and the RTE Act have given the NCE a foothold to make 

demands of the government agenda and pressure them to implement policy.     
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7.  Creating the Coalition: from the Micro to the Macro 

 

Much of social movement literature suggests that without the development and maintenance 

of a consensual agenda and the formation of a collective identity centered on a group of core 

beliefs between social movement actors, there would be no mobilization for change.  In 

addition, scalar interaction is an important factor for the success of the civil society actors in 

this globalized world.  Based on this, I will first discuss challenges and opportunities 

presented by the internal cohesion and collective identity among the members of the NCE 

and what that means for working at the national scale.  I will then discuss the coalition’s 

relation with the GCE and regional organizations like ASPBAE.  The final section will 

consist of a discussion and about the challenges and opportunities of scalar interaction and 

how this is crucial for the internal functioning and the political impact of the NCE.   

 

7.1 Working Together at the National Scale 

 

Traditional social movement research mostly focused on structural shifts that gave collective 

actors the resources for collective mobilization; however this failed to explain agential 

processes.  To maintain internal cohesion of a social movement it is necessary to create a 

collective identity in such an individual has a cognitive, moral and emotional connection with 

a broader community, practice or institution essentially creating a consensus of sorts between 

varied groups (Polletta and Jasper, 2001).  It is through this consensus that groups can agree 

on a common goal and work together to achieve it.  As shown before the NCE has member 

organizations that are highly varied and work within different sectors of the social sector all 

across India and is highly dependent on maintaining cohesiveness amongst the different 

groups.    

 

As stated before, the NCE consists of a Board of Trustees, a Steering Committee and a 

Convener.  The Board of Trustees have people from each member organization of the NCE 

and carries the majority of the policy decision making power as everything has to be 

approved by the board.  The member organizations consist of four teachers unions, two 
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child’s rights organizations and the parliamentary forum.  These organizations stretch the 

gambit of social advocacy from government to grass-roots level all across India.  There is a 

general agreement that the political strength of the NCE is drawn from its diversity. 

 

The best way the improve education is being in power and collaborating with other 

organizations so you can use your resources to reach those people in the government 

and on the ground, giving you many connections to draw upon (Interview, Vice 

President Child Labour Commission Bihar, August 2009). 

 

It is also acknowledged that each organization needs to maintain its own identity separate 

from the NCE to maintain cohesion and political strength.  It allows the NCE to draw on each 

individual member organization’s strength and expertise and to stretch the NCEs influence all 

over India: 

 

In all the coalition building we recognize a few things are fundamental.  One is that we 

do not encourage to dilute of merge the identity of individual partners or members 

otherwise it would be hard because identity is very important for teachers unions, trade 

unions and NGOs, so we work on a broader platform for common goals but with their 

own identities and own activities of which we do not interfere (Interview, President of 

GCE, September 2009). 

 

So being part of an alliance like the NCE means that we are complementing each other.  

For example some of our partners in the NCE are an authority on educational discourse 

but they don’t have the strength to roll it out into the communities, they can give ideas, 

but our strength is to take it to the field (Interview, President of World Vision India, 

September 2009). 

 

However, because of the diversity of members and agendas, there are also points of 

contradiction and contestation.  But the NCE tries manoeuvres around these by looking at 

strategic points of entry: 
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We try to find out what the minimal agreeable terms and issues are, and with teachers 

unions it was the issue of quality education, and with NGOs it is the government 

commitment on right to education and base our prime agenda around that (Interview, 

Convener of NCE, September 2009).  

 

But couching the NCEs agenda in such terms does not always eliminate the tensions in and 

between the member organizations.  Many of these tensions occur around a specific issue that 

is a priority of one organization and less central to the others.  Another thing is that as 

political impact increases the tension increases as well.  One of the central sources of tension 

and conflict is between the teachers unions and the NGOs.  Because teacher’s unions make 

up over half of the membership of the NCE, their voice is often louder than others creating an 

“us and them” mentality between the NGOs and teachers unions.   

 

Before the passing of the RTE Act 2009 teachers unions and NGOs kept their dealings 

separate.  When the bill was introduced back in 2002 both groups submitted alternate bills 

with little or no consultation between the groups.  However, with the passing of the bill into 

an act, the teachers unions and NGOs are forced to work out an agreement of sorts on various 

provisions.   

 

One of the main areas of contention is the provision of the School Management Committee, 

in which members of the community (such as women and dalites) will be able to monitor 

proper policy implementation, proper allocation of funds, as well as the quality of education 

the teacher is providing to their children.  While teachers are invaluable to the education 

system, there has to be quality standards and those not meeting those standards should be 

reprimanded in an appropriate way as agreed upon by several of the teacher’s unions I 

interviewed.  Teachers unions have made monumental strides in improving the situation of 

teachers, to the point that teachers are one of the higher paid professions.  However, by 

making teachers accountable to what they are teaching, this disrupts the teacher’s union’s 

agendas and ultimately threatens the status of teachers. So instead of directly opposing the 

SMCs, the teachers are working with other groups to help amend the constitution of the 

SMCs by using language acceptable to most groups as shown in an interview with the 
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Secretary General of AIFTO: 

 

Actually most of the teacher’s organizations oppose the SMC, well we support it but 

oppose the constitution of the SMC.  We want to know the qualifications of the 

members, we want the government to decide who is appointed to the SMC with equal 

position for women, we want the percentage of representation of parents and teachers 

should be more than government appointees and there should be the possibility of 

appeal.  The teachers should be accountable to someone but they should have the 

proper qualifications (Interview, August 2009).       

 

Even with the critiques the teachers unions face, there is an agreement that without the 

teacher’s unions, the NCE would essentially not exist let alone have made the progress it has 

thus far. So while there are tensions between members of the NCE, there is a valiant effort to 

come to terms with what that want to see happened with the RTE Act and remain and 

cohesive unit.  However, the fear remains that while the teachers unions suggestion for 

reforming the SMCs seem reasonable, the manipulation of the internal structure of the SMC 

may result in the teacher’s remaining unaccountable to the community and nothing will 

change. 

 

Another thing is that with the passing of the RTE Act, there needs to be an expansion of the 

NCEs membership base to ensure proper implementation of the act.  Recent meetings and 

seminars have been bringing in new organizations like Plan India, Care, Oxfam, UNESCO, 

Wada No Todo Abhiyan, and Center for Budget and Governance Accountability.  While this 

creates opportunities it also creates tensions.  But as the membership expands the meeting 

between the groups will also increase to make sure they put forth a united front on the 

national and international level. 

 

7.2   The International and Regional Scale 

 

Despite being situated in a broader international context being the official representative if 

the GCE in India, the NCE functions almost entirely on a national level.  But that is not to say 
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that the GCE has had no influence on the structure, strategies and coordination of the NCE, it 

is just the opposite actually.  The development of the NCE was deeply tied to the creation of 

the GCE and uses the GCE as a model for its own activities. 

 

The creation of the GCE is often credited to four international civil society groups; Oxfam 

International, ActionAid, Education International, and the Delhi-based Global March Against 

Child Labour.  However, the initial spark to come together to create the GCE came from a 

few people, one of which Kailash Satyarthi of the Global March.  Back in 1998, Kailash and 

others organized a global march against child labour which was one of the largest social 

mobilizations ever for underprivileged children and it functioned under several principals, 

one of which was “Exploitation to Education.”  As Kailash stated in an interview: 

 

…education was a major motive behind the march so the movement was built up in 

favour of children, in favour of educating against child labour and the linkages between 

child labour and education became clear and then it was the feeling of most of our 

partners was to continue this global march movement but some of us realized it was 

important to form a specialized movement for education (Interview, Kailash Satyarthi, 

October 2009) 

 

It was then that a dialogue was created between those four international organizations and the 

GCE came into being in 1999.  Kailash, being of Indian origin, brought an Indian perspective 

into the GCE and highly influenced the campaign framework by drawing from his expansive 

experience with advocacy. India became the stage for the GCE and several key meetings to 

discuss the institutionalization and the campaign‘s framework actually occurred in Delhi.   

 

The GCEs campaign framework marked a significant departure from previous civil society 

advocacy work on education.  Instead of the traditional “insider” approach with discussions 

done behind closed doors, the GCE took a more confrontational approach with tightly 

focused media-friendly messages from development organizations with a good track record 

of public campaigning (Watt 2005). The GCEs approach is also unique in that it not only 

unites Northern and Southern NGOs it also includes other civil society organizations, such as 
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trade unions and campaigners against child labour that have a distinct perspective on 

education policy.  As Kailash was also a founding member of the NCE, this framework is 

highly reflected in the construction and strategies of the NCE.  The NCE takes a very visible 

approach at the governmental level from a variety of angles because of their diverse 

membership that includes unions, NGOs and Northern civil society advocates (i.e. World 

Vision).  In fact, the NCE continues to draw heavily from the experiences and strategies of 

the GCE for their advocacy work. 

 

While India was at the forefront with the creation of the GCE, its current relationship consists 

mostly of the sharing of information that can help guide both the GCE and the NCE in future 

endeavours.   

 

First of all, every year in April we are given a theme by the GCE and we observe the 

Global Action Week and secondly there are events that are happening here so we share 

what is happening here and give mail to them so they include it in their newsletters…so 

we keep a very close relationship with the sharing of experiences (Interview, Convener 

of NCE, September 2009). 

 

However, the NCE itself has little awareness of what else is going on in other coalitions or 

other global issues surrounding education.  

   

India’s international presence has somewhat faded in the past few years, but the NCE is 

becoming more active at a regional level with their partnership with ASPBAE.  As stated on 

its website ASPBAE, “seeks to build and strengthen and Asia-Pacific movement dedicated to 

advancing the right to relevant, quality and empowering basic education and learning 

opportunities for all.”  ASPBAE has partners in 11 Asian countries including Nepal, Pakistan, 

Bangladesh, Sri Lanka, Japan, Philippines, Indonesia, Cambodia, Solomon Islands, Papua 

New Guinea and India.  With this kind of partnership there is a hope to enabling a strong 

Southern, Asia Pacific civil society voice in local, national and global education policy and 

development processes; and in international political, environmental, economic developments 

that impact profoundly on people in the South. In this era of globalization, decisions that bear 
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on states and countries are increasingly dictated by global (commercial, geopolitical) interests 

so civil society organizations need regional and globally coordinated mechanisms to respond 

proactively and effectively.   

 

India is also an active participant of the Real World Strategies (RWS) Program introduced by 

ASPBAE which is a capacity building program to help organizations develop targeted 

campaigns and advocacy action with clear policy change objectives, which was utilized to 

create awareness of the limits of the RTE bill.  While this partnership is relatively new, the 

exchange of information and ideas has led to new and creative approaches to advocacy for 

education.  All in all, the NCE is a national network that focuses on national issues and 

influence within the GCE has somewhat weakened over time, the relationship is still a 

positive one and they continue to draw from each other experiences.   

 

7.3 Discussion: Strong scalar relations but still slow to progress  

 

At present, one of the NCEs greatest strengths is its communication amongst its member 

organizations and the ability to find strategic entry points to help create and maintain 

cohesion.  There is also regular contact with the GCE via Kailash Satyarthi and the Global 

March.  As such, coalition members and affiliates are highly aware of the current situation 

and the challenges it bears.   

 

When there are discussions, there are a lot of tensions, but in the end we do manage to 

smooth out our differences…it is very important for the NCE to come together…it’s 

very important we always have a dialogue to sit down and discuss what the issue is and 

what they are doing.  The NCE has managed to do that, to have meetings with all of 

them so we can tackle those issues and why people are unhappy (Interview, JNU 

Professor, October 2009). 

 

Reflecting about the progress the coalition has made over the years, there was a general 

consensus that a lack of proper management and cohesion between the board and steering 

committees affected the NCEs ability to have an impact.  Back in 2002 the board and 
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committees were still dispersed and while they were members of the NCE, most were 

focused on their own agendas creating a disseminated effort as opposed to a focused and 

targeted policy effort.  While there was a clear objective to focus on, the RTE Bill, there was 

relatively little dialogue concerning how they were going to approach the bill and little effort 

to create an alternate bill as a coalition, as opposed to the NGOs and teachers unions that did 

create an alternate bill.  Research was also done on an individual basis, usually resulting in a 

narrow view of education, either from the teacher’s perspective or grass roots perspective 

with little or no overlap.  

 

It was not until there was an effort to improve the management of the NCE with the 

introduction of Rama Kant Rai as the Convener in 2006 that there was a real space for 

dialogue between members and the ability to make concerted effort.  The NCE since then has 

slowly been gathering steam and the members are truly beginning to come together as a 

coalition with increased dialogue over various issues and approaching the RTE Act with the 

necessary verve to create change. 

 

 The future, if the NCE works well, if we are committed with our ideologies and causes 

from which we started and continue these things with competence, the NCEs future is 

very bright.  Here in India we will be the strongest coalition working with government 

policies provided our mindset stays the same because when you work with a coalition 

their different partners and mindsets with different agendas can cause a shift in focus 

but if we continue to work towards a universal goal while taking other common goals 

into account, the NCE can achieve a lot (Interview, Research Associate NCE, October 

2009). 

 

This analysis reflects that discussion and learning about internal conflicts and challenges is 

crucial for the function and impact of the NCE.  At the time of my fieldwork, there was 

discussion about holding more internal meetings as well as coming together once again for 

another Shiksha Yatra.  Some of the things discussed in the internal meetings will cover 

things like clearly defining future objectives, expanding membership, mutual participation in 

programs and projects and acquisition of financial means.  All of these are issues that affect 
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internal cohesion and collective identity, but by creating a dialogue and reflecting upon these 

in a participatory way, the coalition members seek to improve their strategies and political 

impact.   

 

To summarize the past two chapters, my analysis of the coalition’s external and internal 

context has revealed that its political impact is highly dependent on a variety of factors that 

are strongly related: 

 

 The political opportunity structures, while seemingly accessible to change, are in reality 

highly restrictive, but with the UPA and introduction of the CMP there is a space for civil 

society participation. 

 The lack of finances has negatively impacted the NCEs ability to reach those outside the 

Hindi speaking belt and into other states and panchayats. 

 The relationship between the GCE and NCE is good but limited to the sharing of 

information and does not necessarily have an impact on the NCE’s performance at the 

national scale. Strengthening ties at the regional level with ASPBAE has created new 

opportunities and resources for the NCE. 

 Tensions between the teachers unions and NGOs are coming to head, but the NCEs 

ability to circumvent those tensions has maintained the NCEs collective identity and 

internal cohesion which is crucial for creating an impact. 

 

I have found that the coalition is constantly engaged in a process of reflection and learning, 

re-negotiating strategies and formulating new ones in accordance with contextual changes.    

However, this does not necessarily lead to an impact so it is essential to transform these ideas 

and knowledge into collective action frames.   
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8. Collectively Framing: The process of creating meaning 

 

Frame analysis is the preferred form of cultural inquiry for the study of social movements in 

relation to the political opportunities approach.  Frames help to render events or occurrences 

meaningful and thereby function to organize experience and guide action.  Mass movements 

are said to be successful when the frames projected align with the frames of participants to 

produce resonance between the two parties (Snow and Benford 2000).  Overall, successful 

framing binds actors together and is essential for network effectiveness and to motivate 

action.  However, due to the diversity of social movement actors and their different 

perceptions of reality continuously challenge the establishment and maintenance of common 

frames. 

 

In the following sections, I will analyze the primary collective action frames of the NCE and 

how they have changed since the NCE’s inception in 2002.  I will then go on to explore the 

framing of central objectives, highlighting how they have been constructed, circulated, to 

what extent they have been successful in relation to their internal cohesion.  Finally, in the 

discussion I will cover the importance of framing activities in relation to its political, social 

and cultural context and why this is important for the success of the NCE.     

 

8.1 The collective action repertoires and meaning frames of the NCE 

 

I focus my analysis of the framing activities of the NCE on their stated objectives as these are 

the way NCE members express their beliefs and ideas concerning education. The following 

table provides a general overview of the key goals and how they have progressed over the 

years. 
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 2002 2003-2007 2008-2009 

Central Goal Passing of “The 
Right of Children to 
Free and 
Compulsory 
Education Bill 
2002” in the 
Parliament based on 
rights established in 
the constitution and 
other international 
agreements. 

Promote the 
educational rights 
defined in the 
constitution and 
international 
agreements. 
- quality education 
- proper budgetary 
allocation 
- decrease 
exclusionary 
practices 

Passing of “The 
Right of Children to 
Free and 
Compulsory 
Education Bill 2008” 
into RTE Act 2009, 
and contribute to 
proper 
implementation of 
said act. 
-quality education 
-proper budgetary 
allocation 
- decrease 
exclusionary 
practices 

Specific Objectives  

------------------------

------ 

 

 

 

- empower VEC 
- information drive 
- preparing alternate 
bills 
- research for 
evidence based 
advocacy 
- Elimination of 
para-teachers 

- Edwatch Study 
- Implementation 
and empowerment of 
SMCs 
- amend act to 
include all children 
from ages 0-18 
- Prevent 
privatization of 
elementary school 
- creation of Civil 
Society Education 
Fund 

 

 

As the table shows, the central goal of the NCE has revolved around the realization of 

education as a human right and after the passing of the 2002 Bill the specific objectives have 

shifted accordingly with contextual changes demonstrating an increased understanding of 

contextual challenges and opportunities. 

 

In 2002 the creation of the NCE brought to light the necessity to pressure the government of 
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India to follow up on its promises to make education a fundamental human right.  By 

utilizing the Shiksha Yatra, the Parliamentary Forum and international pressure, the NCE 

played a key role in getting the RTE Bill 2002 passed in the parliament.  Based on this 

success, from 2002 to 2007 the coalition focused on popularizing “the right to education” 

through evidence based advocacy and discussing teacher’s issues through the language of 

quality education.  However, there were also issues with the provisions found throughout the 

bill, so various members of the NCE prepared alternate bills and submitted them.  There were 

a total of five bills produced by the parliament (including the 2008 bill). 

In 2008/2009, related to the passing of the bill into an act, making it a law, caused a shift in 

focus from evidence based advocacy to that of implementation.  This shift made the NCE pull 

away from referencing international agreements, and focus purely at a national level. 

 

The central goal (a.k.a. the primary frame) has been established and refined during various 

dialogues in which members of the coalition linked their knowledge and experience into 

understandings of reality.  Certain language and issues, such as that of quality education and 

budgetary allocation, have remained in the spotlight providing a handle in which to connect 

various events and issues (Snow and Benford 2000).  The primary frame is relatively 

restricted to the Indian context and a set of related problems, and based on Snow and 

Benford’s approach of diagnosis, prognosis, motivation and resonance in defining frames 

(2000), I will elaborate thusly. 

 

Diagnosis The primary frame of the NCE is based on the assumption that it is the 

responsibility of the central and state governments to provide quality education for all.  There 

was an agreement amongst the interviewees that since education is now a constitutionally 

guarded and fundamental right that the government is obligated to provide education.  From 

2003 onwards, the lack of training of teachers and the poor working conditions, as well as 

poor budgetary allocation were the main impediment to quality education.   Since 

government reports often misrepresent the ground reality by claiming such things as the gross 

enrolment of children is 120%, the NCE began to focus on evidence based advocacy to use as 

leverage to fight for better quality education and enlighten the government and the public to 

the alarming situation in India.  
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Prognosis However, since the passing of the bill in 2002 and the act in 2009, there is an 

apparent ‘shirking’ behaviour of the government which is of great concern to the NCE: 

 

Now in the current act the government of India decided to unburden this responsibility 

handing it from central and are giving it to state, and from state they are giving it to 

local bodies and from local bodies they are giving it to SMCs…it is a political 

bankruptcy of commitment (Interview, NCE Conevner, October 2009). 

 

This called for stronger monitoring systems and feedback loops to increase the quality, justice 

and democracy in education.  The required the empowerment of civil society, minority and 

excluded groups to actively participate in the monitoring and accountability of the 

government when it comes to policies and practices.   

 

Motivation The NCE reaches a variety of audiences, such as the Indian government, 

academics, members and collaborators, the general public (more specifically parents, 

students, and teachers) and to a much lesser extent, the media.  The strategy to provide a “call 

to arms” varies depending on the audience.  To pressure the government the NCE uses 

political statements and critiques, as well as statistical and technical documents.  To reach the 

general public requires the use of an accessible language so often they disburse flyers and 

booklets with tag lines (I.e. “The Second Freedom Struggle”) and lots of pictures,  To inform 

members and collaborators, the coalition uses e-mail, academic publications as well as 

workshops and seminars.  The media is highly under-utilized but is important for distributing 

information about larger events. 

 

Resonance NCEs primary frame appears to resonate more with government and other civil 

society organizations rather than the general public.  This is partly due to the fact that most 

frames deal with advocacy at an empirical level that has little salience for the general public 

so there is a general agreement the NCE is more effective at this level.  

 

I think the NCE, as the name stands for the National Coalition for Education, I think it 
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is a little higher than the public level, it is the network of coalitions and stakeholders 

who matter, of course the public indirectly matters but for the NCE to emerge loud and 

clear they have to be at a higher level then the public (Interview, JNU Professor, 

September 2009).     

 

The demands of the NCE ride on rights and regulations defined by law, research and 

statistics, and other historic claims to help strengthen the frame.  The coalition makes use of 

accountability tactics since there is a long history of the government falling short on 

government discourse and the practice in education.  Also, the outstanding reputations of the 

member organizations of the NCE further strengthen the frame, giving it high credibility but 

the poor majority have difficulty relating to the NCE. This is a result of the NCEs lack of 

resources to further their reach to local levels and properly disseminate information on their 

views on education.  Based on these general remarks, I will now further elaborate the 

coalitions framing activities around political objectives.  

 

 8.2 Framing Activities and Political Impact 

 

I will analyze how the coalition frames its concrete objectives and to what degree their 

framing has been successful this far.  The following is a chart of the central demands they 

have framed. 

 

 Diagnosis Prognosis Motivation 

Budgetary 
Allocation 

Current spending of 
under 4% GDP is not 
adequate to improve 
education 

Government needs to 
spend at least 6% of 
GDP 

Promise made by 
previous and current 
UPA government 

Inclusion of all 
children 0-18 
years of age 

Education is 
compulsory to 
children 6-14 years of 
age 

There needs to be 
provisions for pre-
primary and  
secondary education 

Proven effective in 
other countries also 
limits child labour 
opportunities 
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Elimination of 
Para-teachers 

Government assigning 
untrained para-
teachers to 
government schools 

Para-teachers need to 
be replaced by full 
time, trained teachers 
to improve education 
quality 

Historic demand; 
teachers invaluable 
to improving quality 
education 

Common 
School System 

Government is using 
PPP’s to make up for 
“resource crunch’ 

Government should 
shoulder 
responsibility of 
providing education 
for all 

Risks that 
educational rights 
will be undermined 

Local 
Monitoring 
Body 

VECs have become 
defunct due to lack of 
interest and 
motivation 

Implementing and 
empower SMCs to 
increase 
accountability for 
policy and practices 

Provision in RTE 
Act 

 

  

Budgetary allocation has been a main objective throughout the coalition’s history since 2002, 

but it has not been achieved for a couple of reasons.  The first reason is its lack of tangibility. 

It is an obscure number chosen many years ago by the government to be allocated to 

education and is too disconnected from the general population.  Secondly, the Indian 

economic and political context made little call to follow up on its promise of 6% GDP for 

education as other topics such as poverty were more predominant.  However, it is still clear 

that the government needs to spend more on education and the NCE will continue to push 

that agenda.   

 

Inclusion of all children 0-18 years of age in school was a main critique of all the bills put 

forward since 2002, and with predominance of child labour in India, this soon became a hot 

topic amongst teacher unions and child rights activists alike.  This frame became 

characterized by its accessibility by the general public because it is very salient for teachers, 

parents and students.  By putting children in school at an early age provides education, a safe 

haven, and a place to provide nutrition (via Midday Meal Scheme).  Furthermore, if 

education is only compulsory for children up to 14 years of age, there is a chance they would 

be forced into child labour at 14 which defeats the purpose of a good education.  Several 

teachers unions have made this one of their central objectives to lobby the government to 

make a change in the RTE Act to include pre-primary and secondary education in an attempt 
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to also have an effect on the status of teachers. 

 

However, the coalitions framing activities were continually undermined by the government in 

that they refused to acknowledge international agreements such as UN Convention on the 

Rights of the Child and the Juvenile Justice Act of India that defines the child as from 0-18 

years of age and only focused on providing the minimal amount of education as stated in the 

Constitution.  So while this is a strong frame in terms of cohesion, it lacks political 

opportunity to resonate. 

 

Elimination of para-teachers was and still is a strategic entry point in which the NCE and the 

teachers unions unite for the goal of improving the quality of education.  Teachers unions and 

other groups have made massive strides in valorizing the teaching profession, making the 

government provide good salaries, good working conditions and proper training.  Yet the 

allocation of untrained, contractual para-teachers is a common practice especially in the 

poorer states such as Bihar.  There is no lack in training institutions for teachers but the 

government still attempts to get around the responsibility of providing proper funds to get 

fully trained teachers in every school.   

 

There is no problem getting teachers trained, each district has a DIET (District Institute 

of Education and Training), a training school, also many universities also train so 

training infrastructure and arrangement is no problem, the problem is the government 

does not want it.  They want teachers ousted after 11 months because if you are kicked 

out of an establishment you cannot protest (Interview, AIPTF President New Delhi, 

August 2009).  

 

However, because of the limited scope of this frame it is hard to extend to other members 

such as World Vision India and the BBA who focus on child rights.  Because of the size and 

power of the teachers unions and their influence on a national level it was necessary for the 

NCE to make provisions for them to maintain a collective identity but the lack of unity on 

this topic gives it less force decreasing the frame effectiveness.   
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Common school system is the ultimate goal of the NCE but it is also a mechanism in which 

the NCE uses to minimize privatization of elementary education.  The government already 

has implemented the voucher system in which they pay private schools to save 25% of seats 

for underprivileged children. However, this is viewed as the beginning of privatization by the 

NCE and combined with the introduction of the concept note by the MHRD on PPPs this 

further confirms the lack of commitment of the government to improve education.   

 

While most in the NCE view the PPPs as detrimental to the education system as it will 

undermine educational rights and lead to privatization, the GCE and others view it as an 

opportunity to create a better relationship with the private sector.   

 

In principal it is good…but PPPs must not be manipulated as privatization that we 

absolutely oppose as it is the state responsibility to ensure education as a fundamental 

right, fundamental rights is not something you can outsource and privatize, but when it 

comes to mobilizing additional resources, additional technical know how, then this 

partnership works (Interview, President of the GCE, September 2009). 

 

While this frame is not new, the concerns of PPPs are, so the frame lacks a definitive plan of 

action especially with the division in opinions between members and the GCE.  There is also 

a difficulty with resonance to the general public because of the stigma surrounding 

governmental schools as discussed in section 6.1.  So this frame is good in principal but lacks 

the weeding out of the prognosis and motivation behind the need for a common school 

system suggesting the need for a well articulated frame for it to be effective. 

 

Local monitoring body (i.e. the VEC) technically have been in place even before the passing 

of the RTE Bill in 2002, so their necessity is generally agreed upon, but their effectiveness 

has been minimal.  To enhance their effectiveness, within the RTE Act there is a provision for 

SMCs to work in tandem with VECs to create a better monitoring system. However, as 

discussed in section 7.1, this creates a lot of tension between the teachers unions and NGOs 

for a number of reasons.  This creates a bifurcation of the NCE, even though the NCE itself 

supports the SMCs and is working to empower them.   
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The teachers unions are now taking independent steps to rework the SMCs in their favour 

while the NCE is trying to maintain internal cohesion by introducing programs that empower 

the SMCs that also include the teachers unions without undermining them.  Both teacher’s 

unions and NGOs are working towards to the same goal of accountability for the 

implementation of policy and practices, but the tensions are slowing the process down by 

forcing re-negotiations on the meaning frame of the SMCs.   

 

Overall, my analysis suggests that frame strength and their political impact are highly related 

to well-elaborated and articulated frames that are widely accessible.  Furthermore, strong 

frames also foster cohesion creating an untied front that is much stronger and effective than 

dispersed efforts as shown in the initial effort made for the passing of the RTE bill in 2002.  

The NCE has made great strides but the apathy of the government and the difficulty fostering 

a united effort with the teachers unions and NGOs have continually undermined the political 

impact of the NCE. 

 

8.3 Discussion    

 

The previous analysis emphasized the necessity of translating knowledge and ideas into 

meaning frames to facilitate the success of the coalition.  The coalition’s ability to place 

demands on the government by ‘framing’ the political debate is highly dependent on several 

factors including, political opportunity structures, the degree of internal cohesion and 

collective identity between and within the members and stakeholders, international pressures 

and adequate financial resources. 

 

These factors are constantly changing and in response the coalition has altered and improved 

the construction, distribution and functionality of the collective action frames over the years.  

Some objectives have faded to the background while others took dominance in accordance 

with contextual factors, and some new objectives were added all together.  This is a reflection 

on the strategic learning processes and reflexivity that is a continuing process in the NCE.  

Furthermore, demands are framed in accordance with the audience as well, and the NCE 
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strives to find new and interesting ways to grab attention which also reveals the 

understanding of the multifaceted political, social and cultural context of India.   

 

Through these learning processes, the coalition manages to increase the resonance and 

effectiveness of the primary frame, especially with the successful passing of the RTE Act.  

However, the NCEs central demands have suffered some obstacles that have proven to be 

very difficult to overcome.  First of all, throughout the coalition’s campaign, the NCEs 

frames have been challenged by counter framing from the government, forcing the NCE to 

continuously re-negotiate framing activities.  Secondly, the lack of finances has limited the 

NCEs ability to disburse demands and information at a local level.  Finally, since internal 

cohesion and collective identity is important for successful advocacy, this hinders successful 

collective action.  The coalition’s frames are increasingly being challenged by the perceptions 

and differences between the teachers unions and NGOs, lessening the political strength of the 

coalition. 

 

In sum, a number of findings are crucial: 

 The demands and objectives have changed over time in response to the political culture 

and the opportunities it provides for change. 

 Framing disputes and lack of internal cohesion has severely disrupted the efficiency and 

the effectiveness of the coalition. 

 Financial resources have an impact on the efficiency of frames.  Being unable to reach 

larger audiences has hindered the coalition’s political impact. 

 The framing of mobilizing ideas is deeply influenced by the cultural context, using 

Gandhian ideals and other popular culture to increase participation. 
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9. Conclusions 

 

I approached this study in an attempt to explore the extent the National Coalition for 

Education India has affected India’s efforts to achieve Education for All by looking at various 

factors such as India’s political context, the NCEs scalar relations, and internal and external 

power relations.  At the end of this study, based on interviews with relevant stakeholders from 

the political and social environment of the coalition as well as document analysis my overall 

appraisal on the contribution of the NCE to the Indian education field is positive.   

 

What I found when I first arrived in Delhi was impressive:  a network of seven large 

organizations, with a total membership in the millions, from all over India coming together as 

a united front to improve education in India following the example of Gandhi.  In the center 

of this was a small team of three people that despite limited resources were able to present the 

NCE both within and beyond national borders.  People with varying expertise, ranging from 

grassroots to governmental, as well as academics and policymakers have come together with 

a common agenda to improve funding and to improve the quality of education.  Most 

members came from modest means but all have a firm belief in the value and necessity of 

education to help better oneself and to become an active citizen, and they have dedicated their 

lives to getting every child in school. 

 

However, as I learned and became more familiar with the NCE it became apparent that it is 

an ongoing struggle to keep such a diverse group together working towards a common goal.  

The lack of proper management and good organization made most daily activities a battle and 

made getting projects off the ground a slow and arduous process.  While communication was 

good between the different members, participation in different projects was an entirely 

different issue that required coordination that the NCE had difficulty providing.  As I became 

more familiar with the political atmosphere and the massive gap between the government’s 

rhetoric and what was happening on the ground, I was amazed at the government’s lack of 

accountability and the shirking of its responsibility to provide education.  Furthermore, 

despite its large membership, the NCE is relatively unknown to the general public, 

functioning almost entirely within the education community.  This created some confusion on 
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my part and my impression of the NCE went back and fourth and only really consolidated 

itself over the course of my analysis.   

 

The driving question behind this research follows thusly: 

 

‘Which external and internal factors, and critical reflexivity over these factors, contribute to 

or limit the success opportunities of the National Coalition for Education in India?’ 

 

In order to answer this question, I have carried out process tracing and contra factual analysis 

to weed through the mass of controversial information to make an assessment of the impact 

of the NCE.  In addition, based on the assumption that to gain a more in depth understanding 

of the coalition both structure and agential factors must be included, I have looked at it scalar 

interaction from global to local levels, the way that knowledge and ideas are framed and 

spread, the political opportunity structures, and internal and external power relations.  I have 

analyzed how all these factors relate to each other via critical reflexivity and strategic 

learning and the following are some of the conclusions. 

 

In sum, the political opportunity structures are restrictive in that any large policy changes 

appear to happen at the governments whim as evidenced by the lengthy process of getting the 

RTE Bill passed into an act.  The lack of finances is another burden of the NCE, limiting their 

ability to reach outside the Hindi speaking belt and into other states, however, on a global 

level they maintain a good relationship with the GCE and ASPBAE  via the sharing of 

information.  Internally, the NCE suffers some tensions between the NGOs and teachers 

unions especially concerning the implementation of the SMCs, but they are continuing to 

have a dialogue to find minimal agreeable terms to work together on.  Furthermore, because 

of the changing internal and external contexts of the NCE they are constantly re-negotiating 

or creating new frames to have better resonance amongst the different audiences that the NCE 

works with.              

 

Overall the critical reflexivity and knowledge production of the NCE in relation to its own 

action and the context of it activities contribute positively to its impact.  Furthermore, the 
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critical reflexivity about internal and external relations from local to global affect their 

strategic action and consequently the internal and external effects of the NCE, creating a 

feedback loop to facilitate learning.  As stated above, my overall appraisal is positive and my 

conclusions will be presented in the following chapter. 

 

9.1 How would things be different if the NCE did not exist? 

 

Having said that the coalition has played a role in addressing education issues in India, I am 

careful not to overestimate its impact.  Due to the robust nature of civil society in India as 

well as its size and diversity, it is very difficult to attribute concrete impacts to a single 

coalition with such a short history.  However, it is clear through process tracing and contra-

factual analysis that a number of education-related issues would be different or non-existent 

if the NCE was not involved. 

 

One of the more outstanding achievements that was clear would not have happened if not for 

the NCE was the creation of the Parliamentary Forum.  Without the NCE there would have 

been no space to create a dialogue amongst legislatures and parliamentarians about the 

educational issues India is facing and how to go about change.  Through this, the NCE has 

managed to get word out to the upper echelons of the government in attempt to begin a solid 

effort at educational reform.   

 

However, other noted milestones are a little bit more foggy about the significance of the role 

played by the NCE as other civil society advocates were more than likely involved with 

pressuring the government to get the 2002 bill passed as well as the 2% cess levied on all 

central taxes to fund education.  I do believe that because of the abilities of the NCE to bring 

varied groups together to work toward a common agenda, these efforts would have been 

much more dispersed and as a result would have taken longer to create change.   

 

In terms of symbolic impact, the NCE has had an effect on the governments discourse on 

education but I hesitate to say that they have reshaped this discourse, changed opinions or 

even ideologies.  While they are aware of the issues facing education, the government is still 
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focusing on more immediate problems such as poverty.  But it is certainly the merit of the 

NCE that the topic of budget tracking and allocation are at the forefront of discourse in the 

educational community.  The impact on the general public is somewhat more difficult to 

discern as the NCEs visibility beyond the educational community is limited to larger events, 

such as Global Action Week and they do not fully utilize the media.   

 

On the regional and international level, the coalition is a board member of the GCE and has a 

strong relationship with ASPBAE.  While there is good communication on both regional and 

global levels, real influence on both agendas remains limited.  This however, neither 

influences nor hinders the coalition’s impact on the national level putting into question the 

existence of a ‘global civil society’ as there remains a large gap between national and 

international functioning. 

 

There is no doubt in my mind that the coalition has had an impact on education in India, but 

to what extent these impacts can be solely contributed to the efforts of the NCE is 

questionable.  I want to distance myself from using the words “success” or “failure” since 

both are difficult to define, but the tenacity and the NCEs willingness to continue fighting to 

improve education will only lead to good things.   

 

9.2 The NCE as learners and teachers       

The NCE as a coalition has developed over the years in a in such a way that allows for self-

critical evaluation, constantly learning from old and new experiences, revising and re-

negotiating strategies as well as formulating new ones all within its fluid context.  All of 

those interviewed displayed high level competence and knowledge concerning the historic, 

social and political context and what that means to be civil society advocates.  Since 2002, 

these reflection and learning processes have facilitated the coalition’s ability to gain access to 

governmental structures, to mitigate internal tensions and to extend their experiences to the 

global level. 

 

The political context of the NCE is a dynamic one but it also continues to be very historically 

rooted.  Since independence, the government of India has made many promises for education 
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yet they continue to fall short on said promises.  The current UPA government is no different 

and by calling the governments attention to the alarming situation in India and drawing 

influence from Gandhi, the NCE and others were finally able to bring forth a constitutional 

change in which education now is a fundamental human right protected by law.  This has 

opened many new doors for the NCE and has increased dialogue between state and civil 

society.  However, the challenges essentially remain the same. 

 

On a local level, educational issues remain in the shadows of poverty and religion which are 

the main interests of the political and economic elite who are in control of decision-making in 

public policies, continually undermining civil society efforts.  On the national level, while it 

is recognized that education is a necessity to be a competitor in this globalized world, 

education is still put forth by the government as a non-issue as evidenced by various reports 

showing high enrolment rates.   

 

The coalition intends to challenge these historically rooted discriminatory practices and 

valorize public education while making the central and state governments accountable and 

responsible for providing good quality education to the people of India.  However, 

confronting these structures is a daunting task to say the least.  With the history of the 

government in mind, it is clear that the government of India can not be relied upon to follow 

through on educational reform and as a consequence the improvement of education in India is 

a slow and arduous process.   

 

However, the changes made recently with the passing of the RTE Act 2009 have created a 

space for dialogue and negotiation on educational reform.  Since its inception, the NCE has 

strategically used opportunities such as this to maintain pressure on the government by 

reflecting upon its political context and knowledge and creating strategies according to it.  

The coalition has altered its demands and goals over time in response to the degree their 

strategies have worked or not worked as well as changing external context, becoming a 

learning entity. 

 

The analysis of scalar interaction of the NCE shows that all members have a comprehensive 
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awareness of the challenges and opportunities of functioning on local to global scales.  The 

level of cohesion and the sense of a collective identity among the members of the NCE is 

highly related to the impact of the NCE.  Whenever the coalition successfully exerted 

pressure on the government it was a result of good communication with good circulation of 

information and knowledge as well as a good coordination of activities.  On the other hand, 

whenever tensions occurred around a certain topic or project, the NCE has proven to be less 

effective. 

 

While many of the tensions within the NCE are not openly discussed, they are acknowledged 

and by couching issues within a certain type of language, the NCE is able to negotiate and/or 

solve many of these issues to maintain internal cohesion.  The type of dialogue and rhetoric is 

designed to facilitate collective decision making and participatory and critical processes of 

reflection.  Over the years the coalition has successfully learned to combine different views 

and to negotiate interests. All in all, the critical reflexivity over working in a coalition at 

different scales alters the strategic action and thusly affects the NCE both internally and 

externally. 

 

The NCE is not only a learning entity but also acts as a teacher.  Throughout my fieldwork, I 

witnessed firsthand that Indian civil society actors have an enormous knowledge and 

understanding of the world they operate in and the changes they want to see made.  Many of 

the members of the coalition have been “fighting the good fight” for education for a long time 

and draw heavily upon those past experiences to inform their work today.  While some of 

their perceptions were discouraging, especially concerning the slow progress of change, their 

tenacity and ideals continue to inspire me.  It is distressing to see the lack of progress made 

and the fact that the government continues to shirk its responsibility towards its own people, 

it is encouraging to see such a large group of people coming together to work towards a 

common goal of Education for All.   

 

While it is clear there are many things to learn from the experience of the NCE, the results of 

my research should not be understood as a recipe for social movement success as all their 

actions are deeply rooted in their historical, political and social context.  It should also be 
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acknowledged that my analysis of the NCE comes from a small slice of time spent in the field 

with a relatively small sample group of coalition members, government officials, academics, 

and others leaving out the views of other key stakeholders.  I believe, however, that I have 

managed to come over this deficit with a comprehensive analysis of extensive written 

material so I am confident that this study provides a solid basis for both civil society activism 

and academic research. 

 

9.3 Recommendations: Moving forward in a globalized world 

 

Achieving EFA is a challenging task, one that takes a good deal of motivation, inspiration and 

determination, and while the NCE and GCE has achieved a lot in their relatively short 

existence there is always room for improvement.  In the following lines I expose some 

recommendations that can be inferred from my research. 

 

To the GCE: 

 To improve communication with national coalitions, to take in specific wants and 

needs as well as fostering contact between them; 

 To support national coalitions at key moments during their campaign (i.e. elections); 

 To work in a less top-down fashion and take into account which EFA topics are most 

prudent for each country; 

 To support national coalitions when conducting their own research. 

 

To ASPBAE: 

 To improve communication and participation of member countries in communal 

projects; 

 To conduct more capacity building seminars and workshops for member countries; 

 To disseminate information on south Asian educational issues at a more global level. 

 

To the NCE: 

 To continue expanding its membership base; 

 To invest in establishing offices throughout India to foster contact at the local 
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level; 

 To support better communication to foster mutual projects for both the teachers 

unions and NGOs to work together on; 

 To extend their reach into the private sector to garner more resources and 

expertise; 

 To continue to push the child friendly village model and using direct intervention 

strategies to help implement the RTE Act 2009. 

 

While interesting conclusions have been gleaned from this research, it does beg the question 

about how applicable the experiences of the NCE are to other national coalitions in relation to 

achieving EFA.  India is a rising power so these tactics may not work or be applicable to less 

developed countries and fragile states.  Also, for this research I would recommend a longer 

time spent in the field and to include more interviews from civil society members not 

affiliated with the coalition and how they perceive the coalition’s performance.  Overall, this 

research has proven to be very awarding and I am truly grateful to have been part of it.   
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Appendix: 

I. Interviewees 

1. Subhasis Bastia: Associate Director of World Vision India 

2. Kedar Panday: President AISTF, Patna, Bihar 

3. Indra Shekhar Mishra: General Secretary AISTF, Patna, Bihar 

4. Braj Maudau Sharma: President AIPTF, Patna, Bihar 

5. Chaudeshwar Prashad Naraiu Singh: Vice President Child Labor Commission Bihar State 

6. Monhtar-ul Haque:  BBA Bihar State Representative 

7. Dharam Vijay Pandit: Secretary General AIFTO, Deputy General Secretary SAARC 
Teachers Federation, Ahmedabad, Gujarat 

8. Jagadish R. Pandya: Chairman Legal Committee Gujarat State School Management 
Association 

9. Rameshbhai B. Patel: President Ahmedabad Secondary Teachers’ Federation, Vice 
President AIFTO, Ahmedabad, Gujarat 

10. Rampal Singh: President AIPTF, New Delhi 

11. Ravi. P Verma: President NCE and ex-parliamentarian, New Delhi 

12. Pranati Panda: Professor National University of Educational Planning and 
Administration, New Delhi 

13. Reni Jacob: President World Vision India, Director of Advocacy, Chennai 

14. Bhuwan Ribhu: National Secretary BBA, New Delhi 

15. Sandeep Mishra: Research Assistant NCE, New Delhi 

16. Kailash Satyarthi: Founding member BBA, NCE and chairperson of GCE, New Delhi 

17. Mani Jacob: General Secretary AIACHE, New Delhi 

18. V. Sahay: MHRD, Director of School Education and Literacy, New Delhi 

19. Mondira Dutta: Professor JNU and chairperson NCE, New Delhi 

20. Ramakant Rai: Convener NCE, New Delhi 
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21. Umesh Gupta: BBA/NCE publication coordinator and liaison for media, New Delhi 

22. Bupinder Zutshi: Professor JNU and board member NCE 

23. Praveen Jha: Professor JNU 

 

II. Basic Questionnaire: 

1. What is your position within/your relation with the NCE? 

2. Why is it important for you/your organization to be part of the NCE? 

3. What have been important moments in the history of the NCE? 

4. What did the NCE learn from these experiences? What did you personally learn? 

5. How does the NCE manage to unite members as diverse as NGOs, teacher’s unions and 
social movements around a common goal? 

6. What are the sensitive topics between the member organizations? 

7. Who decides on strategies and tactics? 

8. Who produces material for mobilization and how is the information distributed between 
members? 

9. To what extent are public schools, pupils and their parents involved with activities of the 
NCE? 

10. According to which standards does the NCE recruit new members? 

11. To what extent do the coalition members strengthen and consolidate civil society 
participation in educational policies? 

12. Does the government of India consider education as an important policy topic? 

13. Is the Indian government open for dialogue with civil society? 

14. Does the government consider the proposals and demands of the coalition? 

15. To what extent does the coalition use the elections and other opportunities for 
mobilization and advocacy? 

16. Who are other actors that have an influence on government decisions on educational 
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policies in India? 

17. To what extent does the NCE influence public opinion? 

18. What is the NCEs relation to the media? 

19. What is the position of the NCE in the GCE board? 

20. To what extent does the GCE support the NCE? 

21. What does the involvement of the GCE mean for your organization? 

22. What are future challenges? 

23. What are your recommendations for the coalition? 

 

 

  

  

 

 

 

 


